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Five-link biped has been developed for decades with advantages of its simplicity in

modeling and adequacy in representing typical bipedal locomotion. However,

establishment of modeling and control for the five-link biped has not been achieved

satisfactorily. This thesis presents a systematic study of the dynamics and control of five-

link biped walking on level ground.

Firstly, the dynamic model of a complete gait cycle in the sagittal plane is developed,

which includes the single support phase, double support phase and impact. A novel

kinematic model has been constructed for the five-link biped by modifuing the

conventional definition of certain physical parameters of the system and it has greatly

simplified the derivation procedure and the final form of the dynamic equations. A

general model to describe the impact dynamics of planar multilink robotic collisions is

also formulated and solved for cases when the Jacobian matrices are either full-ranked or

rank-deficient.

Abstract

Next, a systematic method is proposed for synthesizinga cyclic biped gait allowing

for adjustments to various ground conditions. A method of formulating the compatible

trajectories with time polynomial functions for the hip and the swing leg end tip motion is

first provided and the joint angle profiles are determined accordingly. Based on the

dynamic formulation and motion planning, the sliding mode control law is developed, for

the first time, to regulate the motion during the double support phase where the biped is

treated as a redundant manipulator. The stability and the robustness of the controller are

also investigated, and its effectiveness is demonstrated by computer simulations.
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Finally, the impact dynamics and its effects on the contact events of a five-link biped

walking are studied. A parametric analysis is performed to correlate the type of impact

with certain gait parameters and the results are presented in graphical form in the

parameter space. Through the parametric analysis, the regions are identified, for the first

time in literature, where none of the single or double impact can occur or both types of

impact may occur. These results reveal important physical insights into the mechanisms

of biped impact and facilitate motion planning and motion regulation such that desired

gait with prescribed contact events can be produced.

The work enables us to gain an in-depth understanding of dynamics and control of

bipedal locomotion. It also serves as a stepping stone to the study of the mechanics of

human walking and to the development of biped robots. The formulation and

methodology developed here can not only benef,rt the research on biped systems, but also

make contributions to the analysis of many multi-link serial chain robotic systems.
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Chapter tr

Introduction

1.1 General Background

1.1.1 Motivations

The main applications of study of biped locomotion systems may be in the following

aspects: to have better understanding of motion of natwal physiological systems from

biological or biodynamical point of view; to construct prosthetic appliances for disabled

people or amputees; and to design humanoid robots to perform onerous labor work or

hazardous tasks (Hemani et al.1973).

From a scientific perspective, researchers study legged systems with the similarities

to animal or human locomotion to better understand the principles of locomotion in

biological systems. From a practical perspective, devices and mechanisms can be built

with legged characteristics to perform various gait patterns. On one hand, by studying the

characteristics of biped locomotion, one can design and manufacture artificial limbs or

part of limbs as prostheses for humans. On the other hand, one can build walking

mechanisms as alternatives to wheeled vehicles with the recognized mobility advantages

such as moving on rough terrain. Especially with the development and availability of

powerful computers and microprocessors, biped robots may be built to fulfill various

kinds of tasks which are in hazardous environments for humans, or perform onerous or

reiterative labor work which are degrading to humans. Thus, it is of great significance to

study biped locomotion.



1.1.2 PreliminaryRemarks

Theoretical and applied studies of biped locomotion have focused on dynamic

modeling, motion planning, motion control and walking stability (Hemami et al. 1973,

Shih 1996). Biped locomotion has been studied using knowledge of classic dynamics,

robotics, control theory, etc. For the last two decades, research on biped locomotion has

been actively put into practice by making a legged robot capable of walking and running

with advanced technologies (Honda Motor Co. 2004).

The present difficulties to construct a highly mobile and dynamically stable biped

locomotion stems from a lack of a complete dynamic model to describe the biped motion

and the deficiency of a reliable control algorithm to perform the biped locomotion with

system uncertainties and environment disturbances. First, development of an artificial

mechanism to duplicate anthropomorphic type locomotion is a very complicated and

difficult problem. This is not only because of the complexity to describe a solid

mathematical model with high non-linearity due to multi-degrees of freedom (DOF) and

coupling of the mechanical structure, but also because of the diversity of biped walking

patterns for various purposes and ground conditions. Second, as the biped system requires

highly dynamic stability in locomotion, the control problem of a biped is more difficult

than that of the industrial manipulators which may be described as problems of

positioning end-effectors. Also the naturally tipping over unstable tendency and the

collision phenomenon due to heel strike make the control problem extremely diffrcult.

The study of biped locomotion is still incomplete. A lot of work needs to be done in

biped modeling, motion planning and stability control. To study biped locomotion, one

should choose the model structure as simple as possible, as long as its performance



satisfies the requirements from researcher's interests. A practical biped robot may be

built based on a considerably simplified version of human being, such as allowing the

biped walking on only a flat horizontal ground within the sagittal plane, but should have

some basic features of human walking, such as allowing both feet on the ground with a

certain period of time (Mitobe et al. 1997). Actually this feature which is often mentioned

as double support is crucial in keeping biped walking stably and in a wide range of speed

(Sonoda et al. 1997). However, double leg support phase is quite often ignored in

literature due to the difficulty of motion regulation. Another feature of human walking,

impact (heel strike), should also be considered in biped modeling. Biped impact during

walking not only brings system angular velocity discontinuities, but also dictates the

forthcoming contact event of the lower limbs with the ground, i.e., either a single support

phase (SSP) or a double support phase (DSP), or slippage of the foot/feet following

impact. This information is crucial for motion planning and regulation, however the

related literature is sparse.

In motion planning, systematic methods, other than experimental methods, have been

developed to synthesize the biped gait. Basically, there are two distinct approaches in

designing the desired joint angle profiles. One is using parametric formulations that

prescribe the biped motion by generating a set of objective functions to solve biped joint

angle profiles (Hurmuzlu, I993a). The other is using numerical approximation to

generate the joint angle profiles by polynomial functions or periodic spline interpolation,

etc (Shih 1997, Cabodevila and Abba 1997, Chevalleraeau and Aoustin 2001, Huang et

al. 2001). For the first method, desirable joint angle profiles for continuous and steady

walking must also satisfy some additional conditions, such as repeatable gait, no scuffling



and no hyperextensions at knee joints. These extra conditions impose restrictions on the

selection of objective functions, initial conditions and associate gait parameters, and can

make the synthesis of biped gait extremely challenging. The second method overcomes

these disadvantages and can be used satisfactorily to design biped joint angle profiles for

control purposes. However, the computing load may be high for large bipedal systems

and the selection of the polynomials may impose undesirable features to the joint angle

profiles (Chevalleraeau and Aoustin 2001). Moreover, some basic requirements for

desired joint angle profrles, such as providing smooth trajectories and maintaining stable

walking, have not been considered thoroughly in previous literature.

Biped control is another difficult problem since motion of multiple-DOF biped robot

is highly nonlinear. Firstly, the system parameter uncertainties and the environment

disturbances sometimes may greatly affect the control performance. Secondly, motion of

a biped system in the DSP can be described as the motion of a dynamic system under

holonomic constraints which make the control problem much complicated. Lastly, the

main purpose to control a biped is to maintain dynamically stable walking, and thus the

stability is also an important problem under consideration for motion planning and

regulation. Robust control, especially sliding mode control, has been successfully applied

to biped SSP to remove the system uncertainties and stabilize the system, however in

previous literature it has not been applied to the DSP due to aforementioned problems.

All of the above facts motivate the ongoing research on biped robots. In the following

parts, the progress of recent biped research is briefly highlighted and the important

aspects of this thesis work are outlined.



1.2 Literature Survey

Researchers have long been interested in studying movable robots. Those robots can

be designed with wheels or with legs for different uses. Wheeled robots have higher

stability and are easier to control. Legged robots are much more difficult to control but

have higher mobility than wheeled robots, especially when climbing stairs, stepping

across or jumping over obstacles or walking on uneven surfaces. Those legged robots can

be distinguished as hopper (one leg), biped (double legs), quadruped (four legs), hexapod

(six legs), etc. MIT Leg Laboratory have built and implemented various

walking/jumping/running machines having one to four legs (Raibert and Brown 1984,

Raibert 1986). The first legged robot built in MIT is a planar hopper with a small foot,

which achieved balance and dynamic stability in jumping locomotion. Such one-legged

robots can provide theoretical and practical guide in modeling and regulation of multi-

legged robots. In 1984 MIT built a quadruped which can run by trotting using gait

generalization of one-leg algorithms. Such robots were studied and built by other

researchers. Francois (1998) addressed the problem of control and stability of a planar

hopper which could be central to a better understanding of the potentials and limitations

of legged locomotion.

Generally speaking, the more legs a robot has, the more stable walking can be

realized, the more complex controllers are needed (Sonoda et al. 1997). In all those

legged robots/machines, the biped draws much attention to researchers. Biped is a class

of walking robots that imitates human locomotion. Biped robot research is centered in

Japan and the United States. Waseda University has been one of the leading research

institutes for anthropomorphous robots and has developed a series of biped walkers since



1972. Miura and his colleagues in Tokyo University have developed five types of bipeds

since 1980 and all of them are statically unstable but can perform a dynamically stable

walking with suitable control (Miura and Shimoyama 1984). Honda Motor Corp. (2004)

has developed several legged robots that are autonomous in terms of energy and

computation. Their latest biped robot ASIMO with more human-friendly design \ilas

developed in 2000. In United States, a series of walking or running biped robots have

been built in MIT Leg Laboratory since 1985 (Raibert 1986). Recently, an

anthropomorphous biped robot "Johnnie" is currently being developed at the University

of Munich (Gienger et al. 2001). Nowadays, various human-shaped robots are being

developed that can fulfil certain tasks and be well-suited for operating within specific

environments (Kagami et a|.2001).

Biped study can be used for both research and practical purposes. The main purpose

to study biped is to obtain stable locomotion with desired gait using an appropriate

control law. Many biped studies focus on dynamic modeling, motion planning and

motion regulation. The following sections give the detailed literature information about

these topics.

1.2.1 Dynamic Modeling

Dynamic modeling is a complicated problem that requires knowledge of classic

mechanics, nonlinear mathematics and dynamics. The major problem to fully describe a

locomotion system that imitates human walking is associated with a large number of

DOFs and the highly coupled nonlinearities involved in the dynamic system, e.g., for

natural human walking, more than 2O-DOFs may be involved (Golliday and Hemami

1977). Description of such a system would lead to great dynamic complexity. Studies of



such complex systems require certain simplifications. Therefore, the first task to study

bipedal locomotion is to select a mechanical model with few DOFs to keep the equations

of motion at amanageable level and yet reasonably describe the motion of interest.

Numerous approaches to study human/biped locomotion simpliff the dynamic model

of the system to that of an inverted pendulum (Chow and Jacobson 7971, 1972, Hemami

et al. 1973, Hemami and Golliday 1977, Hemami et al. 1978, Hemami, and Katbab 1982,

Muira 1984, Kajita and Tanie 1991, 'Wu, et al. 1998). Inverted pendulum may be

considered as the simplest model to represent a biped locomotion system. An inverted

pendulum model can be studied to solve problems of simple periodic locomotion and

posture stability of a biped system. As is pointed out by Wu et al. (1996, 1998), one

aspect in the study of human locomotion is to investigate the unstable equilibrium of the

trunk about the upright position and to find the control law that human uses during

walking, while the human trunk, in a simplified form, can be modeled as an inverted

pendulum with up to three degrees of rotational freedom. Chow and Jacobson (1971)

modeled human upper body as an inverted pendulum with the prescribed base point

moving only in the vertical direction. Hemami (1980) used a control system approach to

study bipedal locomotion by using an inverted pendulum model and the system was

stabilized by position and rate feedback. Muira (1984) worked on the biped stability by

using an inverted pendulum and developed two biped robots that could walk in a

dynamically stable mode. Kajita and Tanie (1991) presented a dynamic biped locomotion

on rugged terrain using a linear inverted pendulum model. Wu e/ al. (1998) studied a

base-excited (in 3D space) inverted pendulum with two degrees of rotational freedom to

predict major features of upper body dynamics and stability.



However, the single inverted pendulum model seems too simple to describe biped

locomotion completely. Some researchers made a fuither assumption that the biped

motion can be thought of being oscillatory like a pendulum for the swing leg and like an

inverted pendulum for the supporting leg (Kajita et a|.7992, Cabodevila and Abba 1997).

The model to describe bipedal locomotion has then increased to 2-DOF and brought the

idea of using a two-link double inverted-pendulum model (Golliday and Hemami 1976,

Hemami and Camana 1976, Hemami 1978, Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz 1986, Wu and

Swain 2002). Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz (1986) developed a mathematical model of a

double inverted-pendulum locomotion system and studied the stability and the role of

impact in the motion. Yi (1999) proposed a controller for passive ankle joints modeled as

a two-link inverted pendulum with one actuator and tested on the nine-link target robot,

SD-2 at the Ohio State University. However, even one inverted pendulum is inherently

unstable, the trajectory of the robot's center of gravity depends significantly on

maintaining the stable walking gait and is difficult to vary the speed during walking

because the biped walking cycle is determined by the inverted pendulum model natural

frequency (Mitobe et al.1995).

In the following research since late l9l0s, biped system has been developed from 3-

DOF up to 9-DOF. Threelink biped was studied/built by Hemami and Wyman (1979a

and I979b), Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz (I987a), Miura and Shimoyanta (1984), etc., but

the mechanical structure is not the same. Hemami and Wyman (I979a and 1979b),

Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz (I987a) established three-link biped model as one upright

trunk and two lower limbs, like an inversed "Y" shape. Miura and Shimoyama (1984)

developed two types 3-DOF bipeds, Biped-1 and Biped-2.Each of them has two lower



limbs representing the legs and a link located at the pitch axis representing the hip-looks

like a "lI" shape. Four-link bipedal model was studied by Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz

(1987b), Pandy and Zajac (1990), Iqbal et al. (1993). Their kinematic structures are

similar to Miura's three-link biped, except one more element representing the upper

body.

A general five-link biped is modeled with a torso and two legs, each leg consisting of

a thigh and a shank. Such a five-link biped model has the advantage that it has

sufficiently few DOFs to establish the mathematical model of its motion yet still has

enough DOFs to adequately describe the motion which can imitate a simplest human-like

locomotion. Thus, such a model has received most attention and found in much literature

(Hemami and Farnsworth I9ll, Ceranowicz 1980, Hurmuzlu 1993a and 1993b,

Tzafestas, et al.1996, CabodevilaI99T, Hardt and Mann 1999, Lum et al. 1999, Chi and

Shih 2000, Wu and Chan2002, Ma and Wu 2002).

For the five-link biped model, although feet are not included, much may be modeled

in ways which do not increase the DOFs to the system by assuming that the massless feet

are included (Hurmuzlu 1993a). For example, two of the main contributions of the feet

are the introduction of ankle torques and the lift-off force produced as the heel comes off

of the ground besides the supporting and cushioning purpose (Hardt and Kreutz-Delgado

1999). Actually, it is possible to introduce ankle torques in the dynamic model by treating

those as input torques at the tips of the limbs in contact with ground without mass feet.

Also, the lift-off force to the feet can be replaced by instantaneous impulsive force or

constraint forces at the tip of the supporting leg (Hardt and Kreutz-Delgado 1999).



Bipeds with more than five links describe more accurate locomotion but increase the

complexity. Like adding two more links to a five-link biped, representing two feet, the

biped system becomes 7-DOF. Onyshko and Winter (1980) studied human locomotion

using such a seven-link biped model. Shih (1996) has addressed the dynamic and control

problems with such a model. Huang (2001) also described a method for motion planning

of a seven-link biped model and tested on a 12-DOF biped robot. Eight-link biped has

been found in Koopman's work (1995). Nine-link biped is a rather complicated model to

describe human walking and usually has been implemented as walking robots, found in

Furusho and Sano (1990), Zheng and Shen (1990), and Tagawa and Yamashita (1981).

Besides the choice of DOFs affecting the establishment of the biped dynamic model,

various kinds of walking patterns and configurations require different modeling

approaches. Such complicated motion includes the 3-dimentional walking (Raibert 1986,

Pandy and Berme 1989), stopping/standing (Reisinger and Moskowitz 1999), running

and jumping (Caux and Zapata 1999),jogging (Gienger et al.200l), turning (Kane and

Scher 1970, Chen et al. 1986), side-stepping (Goddard et al. 1983) and side-to-side

swaying (Iqbal et al.1993).

Hemami and Wyman (1979a, b) presented a method of modeling and control of

dynamic systems including holonomic constraints and applied to a three-link biped

locomotion using non-reduced state space. Based on the derived constraint forces as

explicit functions of the state and the input, a general model is presented to apply to both

the constraint case and unconstraint cases. The unconstraint cases correspond to the

single support case. The constraint case is when both limbs are in contact with the

ground, i.e., the DSP. The SSP has been widely studied because of its simple and periodic

10



nature and possibility to describe a biped walking cycle. The DSP can be applied to the

biped model as a state indicating an instantaneous period of time (Hemami and

Farnsworth 1977, Chevallereau et al. 1998), or the case during which the biped is moving

forward with the contact points unchanged (Mitobe et al. 1997, Sonoda et al. 1997,

Huang et al.200I). Hemami (1980) proposed a feedback on-off model of biped dynamics

where the internal and external forces acting on the biped system are unified as constraint

forces which are functions of state and inputs. When any constraint is satisfied, its

feedback loop which includes the force is on and when the constraint is violated the

feedback loop is off. For this model, the original dimension of the system is maintained at

all times. When the constraints are applied, the motion of the system is limited to

subspaces ofa larger state space, but for sensing and control the entire state is available at

all times. This model shows a way to deal with transitions from one constrained

configuration to another.

Another issue related to biped dynamic modeling is impact. Impact occurs naturally

during biped locomotion as a result of the collision or contact of the free end of the limb

with the environment. The velocities of the biped body and limbs will be subject to an

instantaneous change before and after impact. Some previous bipedal locomotion

research focuses primarily on the SSP while ignoring the events of impact and transfer of

support (switching due to phase change). Some studies deliberately ignored impact

(Chow and Jacobson 1977, Hardt and Mann 1980). Some studies assumed zero tip

velocities at heel strike so that the impulsive forces occurring at heel strike can be

avoided (Kajita and Tanie 1991, Channon et al. 1992). Other approaches have established

elastic heel model to study impact (Hemami and Farnsworth 1977, Khandelwal and

1l



Frank lg74,Hatze 1981). As mentioned by Zheng and Hemami (1984), this kind of walk

implies a high level of consciousness that humans do not ordinarily practice when

walking, even with elastic heel an impact phenomenon still persists. In Zheng and

Hemami's (1984, 1985) work, impact problems were studied and modeled. The impact

model was established by a correlation between the velocity changes and the magnitude

of the impulsive forces by an infinitesimal time integration of the dynamic equation with

swing tip touchdown constraints. The prerequisite for the solution of their model is that

the Jacobian matrix must be full-ranked (Zheng and Hemami 1985). According to the

model, conclusions were drawn that impact may cause large internal impulsive forces to

the body and the magnitude of the impulse is related to different postures before impact.

Tzafestas et al. (1996) applied this method to deduct the velocity changes for a five-link

planar biped impact.

Furusho and Sano (1990) derived a mathematical model for nine-link biped

locomotion with single support, instantaneous double support and "touchdown" phase.

The "touchdown" phase is a biped collision phenomenon. In solving the dynamics, they

used Lagrange's impulsive equation to get the angular velocities of each link just after

touchdown as functions of those velocities before touchdown. This method actually has

no difference from Zheng and Hemami's (1984) work and gives the same results in the

end, both of which are from Lagrangian mechanics point of view.

Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz (1986) introduced both impact and switching in two-link

biped locomotion system and addressed the role of impact and switch in the stability and

progression of bipedal locomotion. They indicated that the swing-leg impact with the

ground enabled the system to avoid certain unstable trajectories and therefore was the
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major factor of a contribution to stable locomotion. Their work on impact and switching

continued with the application to 3-link (Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz l9ï7a), 4-link

(Hurmuzlu and Moskowifz 1987b) and S-link (Hurmuzlu I993a, lg93b, Chang and

Hurmuzlu 1993) bipeds. In their work, however, the impact dynamics was solved by

applying the principle of the conservation of linear and angular impulse and momentum.

The equations were derived in the Cartesian coordinate system and this approach can be

considered to be in the category of Newtonian mechanics. This was a different approach

from Zheng and Hemami's work. One of the advantages is that the impulsive forces at

both contact ends in horizontal and vertical directions can be solved simultaneously.

Moreover, two categories of impact-single and double impact were clearly defrned,

such that a single impact is followed by a SSP while the double impact is followed by a

DSP. The dynamic equations describing each impact event were introduced with a

general form.

To sum up, the contributions to biped dynamic modeling made in recent studies can

be described as four main aspects: an inverted pendulum has been presented as the

simplest model to investigate biped locomotion and posture stability; a general five-link

biped has been modeled to adequately describe the motion which can imitate a basic

human locomotion; more complicated biped models have been developed to describe

accurate locomotion which imitate various human walking pattems; one of the important

phenomena of biped locomotion-impact event has been considered and introduced to

biped dynamic modeling. However, there also exist some problems in biped dynamic

modeling. Firstly, for the most popular five-link biped, an important feature-DSP has

been received less attention in previous literatwe. DSP exists in natural human walking
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and can provide for more stable locomotion (Mitobe et al. 1997, Huang et al.200l). Thus

it should be considered in biped dynamics. Secondly, although impact dynamics has been

outlined and modeled in previous literature, it has not been found in detailed formulation

regarding the two categories of impact (single and double impact). Other major problems

include the fact that the current biped dynamic formulations are more complicated than

those of robot manipulators. The conventional kinematic model needs improving such

that the dynamic equations can be derived effrciently with the model. A complete biped

model including a SSP, a DSP and impact should be studied in detail to perform more

accurate biped locomotion.

1.2.2 Motion Planning

For a biped robot to progress in a desired direction, it is natural to have one leg

supported on ground while the other moves forward. However, formulation of such

walking patterns for a biped is not a simple task. It results in many problems, such as

balance, stability and control difficulties. The approach used to synthesize the biped gait

depends, so to speak, on the inclination of the researchers.

Most early studies did not consider a systematic method to design the biped walking

patterns. For example, Zamtgh and Radcliffe (1979) have investigated the biped walking

pattern by recording human kinematic data. Furusho and Masubuchi (1986) have

developed several walking pattems for a biped robot based on numerical and

experimental approaches. Vukobratovic et al. (1990) have studied biped locomotion by

using human walking data to prescribe the motion of the lower limbs. Methods using

computer recording or analysis of gait data were developed for the design and control of

biped locomotion. Thomton-Trump and Daher (1915) have devised a method using
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computer analysis of gait data to determine the translational and angular accelerations of

the limbs during normal locomotion and this work has produced a guide to the design of

stable external polycentric knee joints. Hemami and Farnsworth (1977) have studied

posture and gait stability of a planar five-link biped tested by simulation. Computer-

television recording of angles and angular velocities of all primary segments of a human

in normal walking was taken and used as reference input to the system in order to

generate torques for such locomotion. Onyshko and Winter (1980) have used the

measured data ofjoint moments and applied them to the link segment model to produce a

desired walking cycle for a seven-link biped. They have shown that a normal human

walking cycle can be achieved and, with minor modification, typical gait patterns could

also be achieved. As pointed out by Hurmuzlu (I993a), since a practical walking machine

would be considerably simpler than human, the validity of mimicking the dynamics of a

system without a good knowledge of its internal structure and its strategies is

questionable.

Systematic methods for biped gait synthesis are developed by recent researchers.

Hurmuzlu (I993a, 1993b) developed a parametric formulation that ties together the

constraint functions and joint angle profiles. The constraint functions are cast in terms of

coherent physical characteristics of gait, which has been used to generate the joint angle

profiles of a S-link biped during a SSP. Four quantities were used to characterize the

motion of biped, including step length, progress speed, maximum step height and stance

knee bias. Comparing with earlier locomotion literature, Humuzlu's method fills the gap

in the design of walking machines regarding the specification of objective functions.

However, to have continuous and repeatable gait, the postures at the beginning and end of
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each step have to be identical. This requires a proper selection of specif,rc initial

conditions, constraint functions and their associated gait parameters. Ma and Wu (2002)

developed a general necessary and sufficient condition for repeatable gait when the

highest order of the differential equations among the constraint equations is one. This

condition provides a guideline for selecting constraint functions and their associated gait

parameters in the context of producing repeatable gait based on Humuzlu's method.

However, finding repeatable gait when constraint equations involve higher order

differential equations still remained unsolved. The restriction of creating repeatable gait

and the lack of rules for selecting proper initial angles, constraint functions and their gait

parameters have severely limited the applications of Hurmuzlu's method.

The above problem such as the selection of proper initial conditions to generate

repeatable gait can be remedied by using numerical methods by approximating the joint

angle profiles through Fourier's series expansion (Cabodevila and Abba 1997), time

polynomial function (Red 2000, Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001), or periodic spline

interpolation (Shih I99J,Huang et a|.2001). One advantage of such techniques is that

extra constraints, such as repeatability of gait, can be easily included by adding the

coefficients to the polynomials. Disadvantages include that the computing load is high for

large bipedal systems and the improper selection of the polynomials may impose

undesirable features to the joint angle profiles (Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001).

Aside from the requirements of geometric configurations and kinematic

characteristics, a biped robot model must be built to maintain stable locomotion. To keep

biped walking forward, either static or dynamic gait, must be considered. By the

explanation of terminology described by McCown-McClintick and Moskowitz (1998),
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static biped walking occrus when the biped center of gravity remains over the stance foot

area as the swinging leg moves, while the dynamic walking is faster and does not depend

on the center of gravity placement for stability. Early literature was found for building

biped walking pattern based on static stability requirement (Zheng and Shen 1990, Kato

1984, Miura and Shimoyama 1984). Static stability requirement is not enough to adapt

wide range of biped walking speed. Dynamically stable walking criterion chosen for

biped locomotion was well accepted in the latest studies (Kajita and Tanie I99I,

Channon et al. 1992, McCown-McClintick and Moskowitz 1998, Chevallereau et al.

1998, 1999, Huang 2001), including much faster dynamic patterns like running (Raibert

1986, Caux and Aapata 1999, Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001). To maintain dynamically

stable walking, methods (Shil i990, Hirai et al. 7998, Huang 200I) have been proposed

for synthesizing walking patterns based on the concept of zero moment point (ZMP)

(Vukobratovic 1973). The ZMP is defined as the point on the ground about which the

sum of all the moments of the active forces equals zero. If the ZMP is within the convex

hull of all contact points between the feet and the ground, the bipedal robot can walk

stably. In Shil's (1990) and Hirai's (1998) work, the ZMP trajectory was first designed

and the hip motion and joint angle profiles are then derived. In Huang's (2001) work,

however, the constraints of parameters, which can produce different types of foot motion

to adapt to ground conditions were first formulated, and then methods were introduced to

generate biped trajectories with the largest ZMP stability margin.

Also, there are many investigations to focus on low energy trajectories in synthesising

biped walking pattems. Energy minimization for biped locomotion becomes a promising

topic. Channon et al. (1992), Rostami and Bessonnet (1998), Roussel et al. (1998),
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Chevallereau et al. (1998, 2001) have proposed various methods of gait generation by

minimizing the cost function of energy consumption, but their cost functions are

different. Channon (1992) generated the motions of hip and feet of a planar seven-link

biped dwing a regular step by third-order polynomial functions, the coeffrcients of which

are obtained by numerically minimizing an energy cost function. Chevallereau and

Aoustin (2001) introduced an optimal cyclic gait for a non-ankle-torque five-link biped

walking and running by defining each of the four joint angles a fourth-order polynomial

function. The coefficients of the polynomials were chosen to optimize some criteria

(maximal advance velocity, minimal torque and minimal energy) and to insure cyclic

motion of the biped.

When designing the biped gait, most of previous work (Shil 1991, Seo and Yoon

1994, Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001) formulated the joint angle profiles. Chow and

Jacobson (I97I) studied the optimal biped locomotion and first drew attention to the hip

motion and suggested that the hip trajectory be synthesized prior to joint angle profrle

design because the hip motion plays an important role of walking stability. Channon

(1992) and Huang et al. (2001) adopted this idea and synthesized walking patterns for

seven-link bipedal robots. One advantage of this approach that the authors did not

mention is that the hip joint divides the biped into three sub-systems-an upper body and

two lower legs and thus the approach can simplify the gait synthesis procedure.

Clearly, the literature has addressed the superiority of systematic formulations to

experimental approaches in gait generation and various systematic methods have been

developed in recent studies for biped joint profile design. Two classic approaches,

parametric formulation and numerical approximation have both their advantages and
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disadvantages. In the survey of prevailing literature dealing with biped motion planning,

a thorough consideration with some basic requirements for desired joint angle profiles,

such as providing smooth trajectories, minimizing impact effect and maintaining stable

walking, considering a full gait cycle with both single and double leg support phase, was

not well received in previous literature.

1.2.3 Motion Control

In early studies, a biped system was often linearized about the upright position. Based

on the linearized system, linear feedback stability control laws were used so that the

equilibrium point was stable under disturbances (Golliday and Hemami 1976, Hemami

and Wyman 7979a, Hemami 1980, Ceranowicz 1980). Since the biped system is highly

nonlinear, linear control laws are not suitable to handle such systems. To fulfill the

various requirements for biped regulation, non-linear controls are often used.

Vukobratovic, who has done one of the most extensive studies of biped locomotion,

concluded that the way to settle a control problem in multivariable systems is to

decompose the system. Accordingly, an adequate control of the system should be

organized on the principle of hierarchy in compliance with the aim of the tasks

(Vukobratovic and Juricic 1969). A natural division of such control was outlined as

decision-making level, algorithmic level and dynamic level. Miyazaki and Arimoto

(1980), Furusho and Masubuchi (1986,7987), Furusho and Sano (1990), Borovac et al.

(1989), Shih (1996) ever realized biped motion control by hierarchical structures. Other

control strategies often used for biped motion regulation include neural network control

(Kawato et al. 1987 and 1988, Dinneen and Hemami 1993, Hu et al. 1999) and hybrid
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control (Chevallerear et al. 1998, Song e/ al. 1999, Park and Chung 2000, Silva and

Machado 200i), etc.

Biped walking was generally implemented by nonlinear control algorithms due to its

highly nonlinear dynamics. Hemami and Camana (1976) used a nonlinear feedback

control in a simple model of a locomotion system to produce postural stability and to

construct desired periodic trajectories. Based on their work, one can see the effectiveness

for de-coupling, periodic motion and stability. Mitobe et al. (1995) also utilized such a

nonlinear feedback controller to control the position and velocity of the biped center of

gravity. Computed torque control is a classical nonlinear control based on the feedback

linearization technique, i.e., using a control law with the structure similar to that of the

system's dynamic model to eliminate the nonlinearities involved in the model and with

error signals as feedback input for a better track of the reference trajectories.Mitobe et al.

(1997) controlled the motion of a 4-DOF biped robot during the DSP and applied the

computed torque control algorithm to the system. In their work, the position of center of

gravity of the trunk is formulated as the reduced space independent generalized

coordinate, and the control problem is defined as a trajectory tracking problem which the

motion of the trunk center of gravity is controlled to track a desired trajectory.

In the control of biped system locomotion, uncertainties regarding the values of

parameters and the imprecision of the dynamic model usually exist. To face this problem,

two main techniques namely robust control and adaptive control are available in dealing

with such systems. Adaptive control is an approach to estimate the uncertain parameters

on-line based on the measured signals and to use the estimated parameters in the control

input computation (Slotine and Li 1991). The effectiveness of this control technique was
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investigated by Yang and Shahabuddin (1994) in the five link biped model. Robust

control utilizes control design methodologies to retain assurance of system performance

in spite of model inaccuracies and changes (Dorf and Bishop 1998). Robust sliding mode

control has received much attention because of its high insensitivity to parameter

variations and external disturbances (Slotine and Sastry 1983, Slotine 1984). Chang and

Hurmuzlu (1993) derived a sliding mode control law that eliminates the reaching phase

and provided a mechanism to directly influence the tracking errors in a planar five-link

biped during the SSP. Park and Kim (2001) applied the sliding mode control to solve the

stable dynamic walking of a 3D 14-DOF biped robot. Tzafestas et al. (1996) applied a

sliding mode control algorithm to a five-link biped walking during the SSP and compared

with computed torque control. The experimental results showed that sliding mode control

is considerably superior to computed torque control in the presence of parameter

uncertainties.

Another challenge in biped motion regulation is the control of biped walking with

constraints. Motion of a biped in the DSP can be described as motion of the system under

holonomic constraints as the contact position between the feet and ground are fixed.

These constraints introduce two difficulties in motion regulation. One is that the

generalized coordinates used in the SSP are no longer independent. Another difficulty is

that the constraint forces are not provided a priori but are among the unknowns of the

system, which must be obtained from the solution one seeks (Goldstein 1980). Control of

constrained dynamic systems with application to 3-link biped model was studied by

Hemami and V/yman (1979a, I979b), Hemami (1980). In their work, the constraint

forces were computed as functions of the generalized coordinate system with the states of
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angles and angular velocities. The constraint forces were then used as control inputs to

maintain or to deliberately violate the constraints between constrained and free motion.

The control problem was solved in non-reduced space. Mitobe et al. (1997) proposed a

control method to a 4-DOF biped robot during the DSP. The position in the Cartesian

system of the biped center of gravity was selected as the independent generalized

coordinates which belong to reduced-space. A computed torque control law was utilized

to stabilize the independent generalized coordinates and the constraint forces. Sonoda e/

al. (1997) introduced an approach to a 4-link biped control utilizing redundancy in the

DSP. They considered the biped robot during the DSP as a redundant manipulator, and

set a general acceleration reference formulation to each joint given by a perforrnance

function with null space vector, which decides robot's configuration. By choosing the

performance function of the null space input in compliance with the aim of desired task,

various conf,rgurations control of the robot can be realized.

From review of prevailing literature it can be concluded that the nonlinear control

strategies have been widely used in biped locomotion and motion regulæion of the SSP

has been well established. As the robust control techniques, especially sliding mode

control, were successfully applied to biped locomotion with single support, good

performance can be achieved in the presence of parameter uncertainties. However,

control of the DSP is still not satisfactory. The constraints involved in the DSP introduce

difficulties for motion regulation. These diffrculties can be solved by introducing a set of

independent generalized coordinates to describe the constrained system and to eliminate

the constraint forces (Goldstein 1980). However, although theoretically speaking the

choice of the proper set of independent coordinates can be chosen arbitrarily, some
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selections of such a reduced state space coordinate system may result in extreme

difficulty in transformation. Also, if the related transformation matrix is not square and

thus is not invertible, it may cause challenges in controller design. Accordingly, robust

sliding mode techniques were not found in controlling the five-link biped DSP. These

problems need to be solved in biped motion control.

1,2.4 Biped Stabitify and Contact Event Study

Biped motion must satisfu stability requirements. Vukobratovic et al. (1970)

introduced the general stability of all legged machines into three categories: body

stability; body path stability; and stationary gait stability. They are desuibed as follows:

(l) The biped is considered body stable if there exists a closed region R which encloses

the undisturbed trajectory of the three earth angles (body angular orientations with

respect to earth) and the altitude (distance between the system body's center of gravity

and the ground) such that if the machine is disturbed by a disturbance, the trajectory

retums to the region R as time becomes infinite. (il) The path of the biped body in space

is considered stable if the average velocity vector returns towards its original direction

and magnitude after a disturbance. (iii) A stationary gait stability is considered stable if

the characteristic factors (parameters to describe the gait, such as average constant

forward velocity, stride, cycle time, etc.) of the undisturbed system represented by a k-

vector g lie within a volume vp and if after a disturbance, the vector g, returns and

remains within v¿. These stability theorems, especially the third one, gait stability, are

widely used in biped locomotion study and design.

Early work on stability of biped models was restricted to small deviations about

vertical stance (Vukobratovic 1970, Golliday and Hemami 1976, Hemami and Golliday
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1977, Hemami and Cvetkovic 1977). Lyapunov stability theory was used to analyze the

biped posture stability. Hemami and Wyman (1979) proposed a modeling and control

method to constrained dynamic systems with application to a three-link biped based on

Lyapunov's linearization method. Feedback linearization and pole-assignment techniques

can be attempted for the control of such nonlinear systems. Hemami and Cvetkovic

(1977) used Lyapunov's direct method for estimating the region of the stability and

transient time of two biped models and designed the nonlinear on-off feedback controller

using their constructed Lyapunov function. Wt et al. (1998) presented a methodology of

Lyapunov stability control to achieve the upright balance of a base-excited inverted

pendulum with two degrees of rotational freedom. A piecewise continuous controller

which guarantees the solution trajectories to be arbitrarily close to the upright position

was designed based on Lyapunov theories and then the system stability was traded off

with a weaker one by smooth functions to prevent chattering of control torques. The

robustness analysis shows that the system stability is not sensitive to the variation of the

physical parameters and base point movement measurements as long as the measured

base point accelerations are overestimated. This work provided a solid framework in the

study of posture stability and control of biped movement.

To ensure the dynamic stability and to prevent the tipping over of a biped, several

criteria for the evaluation and control ofthe system are raised, such as center ofpressure

(CoP) (Marchese et al. 2001, Silva and Machado 2001), foot rotation indicator (FRI)

(Goswami 1999), force-angle stability measure (Paradopoulos and Rey 1996), and zero

moment point (ZMP) (Vokobratovic and Stepanenko 1973). Vokobratovic and

Stepanenko (1973) first raised the idea of ZMP and it is the most popular criterion in the
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study of biped dynamic walking. ZMP criterion has been used in biped controller design

(Vanel and Gorce 1997, Stojic and Chevallereau 2000), and in gait synthesis (Shih er a/.

1990; 1996; Huang et al. 1997, Chi and Shih 2000). It plays an important role in the

analysis and design of biped dynamic locomotion.

Another factor to affect walking stability is biped contact event (SSP/DSP or slippage

of foolfeet) due to impact. Impact intemrpts the continuous movement and indicates the

forthcoming contact phases or slippage of the foot (feet). The type of impacts (single or

double impact) and its associated contact event occurring after impact are determined by

the nature of physics of the biped systems and the environment. Research on impact in

the context of biped contact event is relatively limited. A distinguished work related to

the biped contact event can be found in Hurmuzlu (1993). In his wotk, a parametric

analysis was carried out to conelate the outcome of the contact between the lower limbs

and the ground with the gait parameters associated with the objective functions. Results

for the single and double impact regions without slipping were presented. However, the

results of the parametric study were restricted to his objective functions.

Overall, present stability theories and methodologies have provided solid framework

in the study and analysis of biped posture stability and control stability. Biped parametric

analysis with the type of impact and its associated contact event provides important

information in selecting parameters for desired gait design and facilitating motion

regulation such that a stable walking can be obtained. However, such study has been

fairly limited.
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of this Thesis

The five-link biped mathematical model has been worked on for decades with

advantages of its simplicity in modeling and adequacy in representing typical legged-

locomotion. However, establishment of modeling and control for the five-link biped has

not been achieved satisfactorily. For example, a detailed model and robust sliding mode

control of a DSP has not been found in previous f,rve-link biped study. Also, although the

prediction of the forthcoming contact event associated with the pre-impact parameters is

found to provide critical information for motion planning and motion regulation, it has

not been studied thoroughly. Furthermore, the dynamic equations in previous work are

complex and lengthy. Especially, it is extremely difficult to conduct a contact event study

through previously introduced impact solutions. Thus, the goal of this thesis is to

contribute to the development of dynamic modeling and motion regulation of a five-link

biped locomotion system walking in the sagittal plane by solving these challenges.

The first objective is to develop the mathematical model that describes a detailed

planar biped walking motion. An improved kinematic model is also required to simpliff

the modeling procedure and final equations. Toward this goal, a complete dynamic model

including a SSP, a DSP, impact and switching due to phase change is developed with a

modified kinematic model by treating the biped system as an open-loop series chain. A

general form of impact model is also developed and solved regardless of the rank of the

Jacobian matrix. The simplicity of the entire dynamic equations facilitates the control

design and contact event studY.

The second objective is to provide a strategy for biped motion planning and motion

regulation. Firstly, to present a systematic methodology for synthesizing biped gait
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trajectories for control purposes. A desirable biped gait should perform a cyclic and

steady walking and allow adjusting to various ground conditions. Also it should not be

too complicated for synthesis. Secondly, to develop a strategy for motion regulation with

a robust control algorithm based on sliding mode techniques applied to biped DSP. The

chattering problem should be avoided and the system stability must be guaranteed

insensitively to the variation of biped system physical parameters. To fulfil these

requirements, the motion of the trunk and hip is planned and regulated for the DSP where

the biped is considered as a redundant system.

The third objective is to conduct a parametric study to correlate the type of contact

events with certain gait parameters via impact effects. Firstly, the explicit solutions for

impulses and post-impact angular velocities are derived and examined from the impact

dynamics. Secondly, a correlation of the contact events with certain biped system

parameters and gait parameters via impact effects is investigated. The key parameters are

selected based on the explicit solutions from the impact model, which are not restricted

by specific objective functions. Lastly, the results are provided in graphical form to show

the relationship among the locomotion parameters and specific contact regions. The

parametric analysis provides important information to facilitate motion planning and

regulation of stable walking.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 develops a complete dynamic

model for the five-link planar biped locomotion, including a SSP, a DSP, impact and

switching due to phase exchange. A general impact model is also developed for multi-

link rigid body collisions and a method is provided to solve the impact equations. Chapter
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3 contains the gait synthesis of the planar five-link biped walking on level ground. The

compatible trajectories of the hip and the swing limb are first designed, and the joint

angle profiles are then calculated which will be used as reference input for motion

regulation. Chapter 4 is devoted to the motion control for biped walking. Main objective

is the motion regulation of the biped DSP. The sliding mode control techniques are

employed to biped locomotion. The stability and the robustness of the controller are

investigated, and its effectiveness is demonstrated by computer simulations. Chapter 5

investigates the impact phenomenon and its effects on the contact events of five-link

biped walking on level ground. A parametric study is performed to correlate the type of

impact with certain gait parameters and the results are presented in graphical form in the

parameter space. The conclusions and recommended future work are outlined in Chapter

6.
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Chapter 2

Dynamic Modeling

2"1, trntroduction

It is suff,rcient to study the posture or simple movement like swaying by employing a

mechanical model with double inverted-pendulum (Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz 1986, Wu

and Swain 2002) or three-link (Hemami and Wyman 1979a, I979b) biped locomotion

system. But such a model is not enough to have better understanding of biped walking.

Generally speaking, many of the essential characteristics of sagittal human walking can

be presented with a five-link planar biped model (Hemami and Farnsworth 7977,

Hurmuzlu I993a,I993b, Tzafestas et al.1996).

The biped locomotion with single foot support can be considered as an open-loop

kinematic chain model (Vukobratovic and Ekalo 1973). The dynamic equations to

describe such a biped SSP can be derived using standard procedure of Lagrangian

formulation. Motion of a biped in the DSP can be thought as the movement of a robot

under holonomic constraints where its model can be developed by Lagrangian

formulation with constraint conditions (Hemami and Wyman I979a,I979b).

The main objective of this chapter is to develop a complete planar five-link biped

walking model. The kinematic model of a planar five-link biped robot is described in

Section 2.2. The dynamic equations of the five-link biped locomotion with both the SSP,

the DSP, impact and switching due to phase change are derived in Section 2.3' The

impact dynamics representing a general multi-tink collision problem is thoroughly
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discussed and derived in Section 2.4. For the first time, the impact dynamics is

investigated when the Jacobian matrix is rank-deficient. The presented generalized

impact equation and its explicit solution can be applied conveniently to the biped

collision problems and provide significant insight into the impact dynamics for biped

locomotion.

Nomenclatures

The nomenclatures of the biped model is given below:

lfi¡ mass of link i

Ii

d¡

length of link I

distance from the mass center of link I to joint I (refer to Figure 2.1)

moment of inertia of link i about the axis passing through the center of mass of

link i and perpendicular to the sagittal plane

angle of link i about the vertical, ccw for "+"

e¡-t relative angle between links: Qi_t:0i_t-0i, q¡:1,2...5

(xt, yù the coordinate of the supporting point B

(x,, y,) the coordinate of the tip of the swing limb E

r0 control torque at the ankle of the stance limb

rt control torque at the knee of the stance limb

12 control torque at the hip connecting the torso and the stance limb

îj control torque at the hip of the swing limb

11 control torque at the knee of the swing limb

(n rvheni-?.
a, :1_ '-^-^^- "' i:1,2...5. a¡ is aconstant number used in dynamic model.' 11 wheni+3;
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2.2 Five-Link Biped Kinematic Model

The biped under study consists of f,rve links: a torso and two identical lower limbs

with each limb having a thigh and a shank. Also the biped has two hip joints, two knee

joints, and two ankles at the tips of the lower limbs. There is an actuator located at each

joint and all of the joints are considered rotating only in the sagittal plane and friction

free. Massless feet are assumed to simplify the modeling. Although the dynamics of the

feet is neglected, it is assumed that the biped can apply torque at the ankles (Hurmuzlu

lgg3). During the DSP, a torque is applied at the leading ankle whereas the rear ankle

does not possess a torque but can rotate through the knee torque and the effect of gravity

(Chi and Shih 2000). The friction between the tip and the ground is assumed sufficient to

prevent slippage during walking.
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Figure 2.1 depicts a schematic representation of this biped model' Each link of the

biped has an associated mass rn, moment of inertia I length / and the location of its center

of mass d. As the two legs are symmetric, the mass, moment of inertia and length of the

two thighs and two shanks should be identical. In most previous five-link biped study

(Hemami and Farnsworth 1977, Furusho and Masubuchi 1986, 1987, Furusho and Sano

1990, Seo and Yoon lgg5, Tzafestas et a1.1996, Ltxn et al. 7999, Chan 2000), the

location of mass center d and the physical angle d representing the orientation of each

link has been defined by treating the system as symmetric' In Figure 2'1, the biped

system has been considered as a successive open loop of kinematic chain from the

support point to the free ends, as robot manipulators. With such a series kinematic chain

model, the dynamic equations can be derived mote conveniently, the final forms of the

dynamic equations can be significantly simplified and consequently the computation and

programming will also be simplif,red. The comparison of the dynamic equations using the

modified definitions in kinematics and the conventional ones is outlined in Section 2.3'5

to show the superiority of this modified model.

According to the relationship between the links shown in Figure 2.7,the position and

velocity of the tip of swing limb are formulated as:

The position and velocity of the center of mass of link I are formulated as:

5

x" =lla,l,sin?,)+ xu,
¡=l

5

y" =L\aJ, cosá, )+ yu,
i=l
5/ \

*, =lla,l,9, cos 0,)+ *u,

i, = -t(ol,0,sinl,)* i,u.
t=1

3Z

(2.r)



Equations (2.1) and (2.2)will be used to derive the dynamic equations, detailed in the

following section.

2.3 Dynamic Model of Biped Walking

The differential equations of the dynamic motion of the five-link biped are derived

using Lagrangian formulation and Newton-Eular formulation. In this section, the biped

motion is modeled with five parts: SSP, DSP, single/double impact, switching due to the

phase change, and transformation of dynamic model for purpose of applying joint torques

instead of generalized torques.

The potential energy P (assume P:0 at ground level) of the five-link biped model is:

*,, ='1"(o,t, sin0,)+ d, sin 0, + x6,

y", ='i.(ail, coso,)+ d, coso, + yu,

*,, ='f(o,t,0, cos0,)+ d,o,cos0, + xu,

,,, = -i^ø1,0, sino,)- ¿,e,sino, + vo.

P=i P =fffi¡E!, =Ð{* r 
l1r,,,coso,)*r,.",r,]},

and the kinetic energy is

u =tu, :t(l*"i, +lr,ei)=tl+- (*1, + i?,)+T,o:f e 4)

where tr*,r|, and lI,0! are translational kinetic energy and rotational kinetic energy,

respectively. And for each link, the kinetic energy is solved in detailed form as:

(2.2)

K, = : {1, + m, d ! } 0 i + 
} 

*,lE(", t, 0, cos r,)f' * 
I-,1F,Ø, 

t, 0, sin 0,\

+ m,d,o,{'i¡r,,,e,ror{a, - r, )]}

(2.3)
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JJ
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The kinetic energy and potential energy will be employed in the Lagrange formula to

solve the dynamic equations for the SSP and the DSP.

2.3.1 Single Support Phase

The SSP is characterizedby a stance limb in contact with the ground and the other

limb swinging from the rear to the front. This phase begins with the tip of the swing limb

leaving the ground and terminates with the swing limb touching the ground. The contact

point between the stance limb tip and the ground are fixed in the fixed frame. The

Lagrangian equation of the motion of the SSP can be expressed as

where Q¡ and Q, represent the generalized coordinates and generalized forces.

Substituting Equations (2.3)-(2.5) into the Lagrange Equation (2.6) gives the desired

biped model (see Appendix I for detail). The Lagrange dynamic model describing the

motion of the biped in the SSP can be written as a vector equation

D(Ø¿)+H@,0)g+G(e):Te, Q.7)

where D(0) isthe 5x5 positive definite and symmetric inertia matrix, H@,q is the 5x5

matrix related to centrifugal and Coriolis terms, G(0) is the 5xl matrix of gravity terms,

e, e, ë , T, are the 5x1 vectors of generalized coordinates, velocities, accelerations and

torques, respectively. The detailed forms of D, H, G in Equation (2.7) are presented as

follows:

¿ ( at<l a,< ôP* 
I "'^ l- -^^ * -=Q,,dt\ôQ,) aq, ôq,

(2.6)

Du = P, cos(d, -0,),

H¡ = pu sin(d, -0 j)0 j,
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where i, j:1,2...5, prand

G, = E,sin?,,

g, are inertial terms defined as

Note that using the open-loop kinematic chain model, the detailed final form of the

dynamic Equations (2.8) is much simplified as compared with the conventional form as

typically shown in previously published articles (Furusho and Masubuchi 1986 and 1987,

Tzafestas et al. 1996). The comparison of the detailed forms of the equation with

conventional ones will be discussed in Section 2.3.5 and Appendix III.

2.3.2 Double Support Phase

In the DSP, both limbs are in contact with the ground while the body can move

forward slightly. This phase begins with the front limb touching the ground and ends with

the rear limb taking off the ground (see Figure 2.2). As both of the contact points between

the lower limbs and the ground are fixed during the DSP, there exists a set of holonomic

constraint equations:

I, + m,dl * o,( i*r\ti
a,m, d,l, * r,),r(,.i I r)r,r,
P¡,

Pü=

8¡ = m¡d,B * o,(ri*o)t,r .

J =l

j>i,
j <i

(2.8c)

where Z is the distance of the tips of the two lower limbs and is a constant in each step.

The Lagrangian equation of motion during the DSP is
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Figure 2.ZBiped model in double support phase

where 2 is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, (ôAlAq)Z represents the constraint forces.

Substituting Equations (2.3)-(2.5) into (2.9) and (2.10), the dynamic model to describe

the DSP is solved as

where D, H, G, Te are the same as in Equation (2.7),l" is a 2x1 vector of Lagrange

multipliers, and-/is the2x5 Jacobian matrix: J = ô@lô0. The dynamic model describing

the DSP can be written as

D(Ð¿) + H(0,0)0 +G(q = Jr çe¡t+T*

(2.t0)
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I nçe¡ë + N@,0) = J' (0)t +Ta

lola¡ = o

where and hereafter.ly' = H@,Ø0 + G(0) .

As a dynamic system under holonomic constraints, a set of independent generalized

coordinates is possible to be found to formulate the dynamic equations which can

describe the constraint system without using the terms of constrained forces (Goldstein

1980, Mitobe et al, 1997). In the present studied five-link biped DSP, the set of

independent generalized coordinates should be chosen in R3. In the DSP as the two tips

are fixed on the ground, the motion of the biped system can be fully described by the hip

and trunk motion. It is natural to think of selecting the hip position and the trunk

orientation as the independent generalized coordinates, i.e., let the independent

generalized coordinates be p e Rt" : p =(xn ln 0r)' , where (*0, yr) is the

coordinate of hip position. Note that p is a functio n of 0 :

( L sino, + t" sin 9" I
I' t z :l

p(0) =l /, cos 0, + lrcosd, l.

[r,)
Differentiating Equation (2.13) twice with respect to time, yields

þ=R0'

þ=ito+Ri),

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

where R = y€ R3"' . Combining Equation s (2.12), (2.13) and, (2.14), (2.ls)yields
a0

[i), 
: 
[i)

(2.r3)

(2.r4)

(2.ts)
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It is obvious rhat f*1. .R5*' is a full-rank matrix, thus is invertible. Thus, 0 and ii can-_- 
UJ

be described as explicit functions of þ aîd þ. Combining (2.16), (2.17) and the DSP

dynamic model from Equation (2.11), finally,

[j),=[t) []),

[i) 
= ti)ii) [;).[i)' (r-'rr)+ (])o^" ^

Writing Equation (2.18) as

[í) 
= ''[í)+ 

s, (r - N)+ s')" 
'

where s, =f:'"'"' s'''''*'l
\ù a2l,z': S orr,r*, )=

o = 
[;:r.,)=(X',], ) 

*"" thats,, is an invertible matrix. Equation (z.rs)can be

expressed as

(2.r7)

-[j)

'[j)

The difference between the Equations (2.20) and the conventional ones (2.11) is that in

Equations (2.20) the constraint force term I is separated from the second derivative

vector þ , ætdthus it can be first solved fuom (2.20b) and then used as known factor into

(2.20a), finally,

, sá =[i;,,',)=[Ï];,

I þ = s",,þ+,sr, (7 - N)+ s",2

to = s,r,p + ,su, (r - N)+ s,rl

(2.18)

(2.te)

þ=Bþ+c(r-N),
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where B = Sou - ^S.r,S"-;^Sr2 ,, C =.Sál -,ç"1,S,-2t,Sá2 .

Equation (2.21) will be used as the dynamic model of five-link biped during the DSP

to facilitate motion control shown in Chapter 4.

2.3.3 Biped Impact

Impact happens in an infinitesimal period of time as the swing limb collides with the

ground and the joint velocities will be subject to a sudden jump resulting from this impact

event. It is frequently assumed that biped impact is with rigid-to-rigid body point contact,

perfectly plastic and occurs instantaneously* (Zheng and Hemami 1984, Hurmuzlu and

Chang 1992, Hurmuzlu 7993a, Tzafestas et a|.1996).

The impact event can be specified as single impact and double impact. Single impact

happens between two consecutive SSPs. The stance limb does not receive extemal

impulses from the environment during single impact (Tzafestas et al. 1996, Gienger et al.

2001). When the single impact is completed, the leading swing leg touches the ground

and receives all the ground reaction force and impulse force. Double impact happens

between the SSP and the DSP (HurmuzIu 1993a, Furusho and Sano 1990). When the

swing leg comes into contact with the ground, impact occurs while the stance limb is still

on the ground. Both lower limbs receive external impulse forces from the environment

during double impact.

It should be noted that although the biped walking cycle includes a SSP and a DSP in

the present study, one can not assume or guarantee that a double impact must occur

between each phase change. This is because the following support phase results from the

* The term 'instantaneously' means that the impact happens in a very short period of time.
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type of impact, whereas the type of impact is dictated by the system parameters and states

prior to impact. If the controllers can not track the reference trajectories perfectly, the

system states may deviate from the desired ones, and different states immediately before

impact can lead to different type of contact events. Thus, both single impact and double

impact should be considered and modeled in this work'

In this section, the double impact and single impact equations are solved using

Newtonian impulse theory of the principle of the conservation of linear and angular

impulse and momentum. An assumption is made before deriving the equations that the

joints are frictionless and the impulse moment at each joint is negligible during impact'

The free-body diagram of link I during impact is shown in Figure 2.3' Piand P¡i+t¡ are

the impulses to link I at joint i and, i+l respectively. The impulse and impulse moment

equations for link I can be written as

m,L*,, = *,1*u *iþ.,, coso,a'0,)+ d' coso'o4]=

m¡L!,¡ =*,loiu-'ib,',sino,Lo,)-d, 'i" 
o Lo'f

= P1,*t¡x(a,1, -d,)cos 0, + P,rd, cosá, - P1,*9v(a'l' - d')
I i\qi

P,r-P1,*r¡r, (2'22a)

Link i

P¡x

Joint

Figure 2.3 Freebody diagram of a biped link at the instant of impact

P,r-P(,*r)r, (2'22b)

sin 9, - P,, d, sin 0,, (2.22c)

a

P¡i*t¡v

P¡v

Joínt (i+1)

P¡*t¡x
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where M,¡ , Ly", and Mu , Ljru are the horizontal and vertical velocity changes at the

gravity center of link i and stance limb tip, respectively. Equation (2.22) will be used to

derive the double and single impact models as follows. The conditions for the validity of

the solutions are also investigated.

2.3.3.1 Double Impøct

During double impact, there are impulsive forces between the contact points of the

two limbs and the ground. The velocities of both contact points immediately after double

impact are zero. The two contact tips should neither lift up nor slip on the ground. Thus

in Equation (2.22), AXu=l/r*u Lj,uf'. =0. The conesponding equations describing

double impact can be derived as the following matrix form (refer to Appendix II for

detailed derivation)

(i {-)ti:l=[-i; )

where Il is a 5x5 lower-triangular matrix in the following detailed form

I I, - m,d,(a,I, - d,) 
/ ¡_t \ I

,, =)-l o,*,a,ti + o jm¡(a,1, - d,)1, + o,o,l,fyo lt,t lcos(O, - 0t)
" I L -\k=i+r ) J

Io

-ris the Jacobian matrix:

where f denotes the contact constraint functions, S¿ is the step length .P, =lP,* Pol'

represents the impulses at the contact point of the left limb (trailing limb), shown as point

r = #, (!,)= 
[* H':,',,, i,"] 

= n,

(2.23a)

j =i
j <i

j >i

(2.23b)
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B in Figure 2.I. The advantage of Equations (2.23) over Hurmuzlu's (1993) double

impact equation is that in Equation (2.23a), the coefficient matrix is partitioned into four

submatrices, and each of the submatrices can be presented in an explicit and simple form

which is due to the improved kinematic model. This makes it possible to derive the

explicit solutions for L0 and Pt separately. Equation (2.23) can be rewritten as

Since W is a lower-triangular inertial matrix which is invertible, Equation (2.2aa) can be

written as

L,0 =-ll-tJ'P,.

Substituting Equation (2.25) into (2.24b) yields

W-'Jr P, = Jo- .

[ro?+r7'P, =s

ltrc = le-

Note thatJis full ranked and,W is an invefible matrix so that JW-|Jr ís

Thus, the impulse at the tip of the trailing limb can be solved as

P, = (Jl|/a J')' Je- ,

and the changes of angular velocities are derived as

Furthermore, the impulses at the contact point of the right limb (swing

impact, or leading limb) can be solved from Equations (2.22) as follows:

P'' =VL7 - Pt 
'

(2.24a)

(2.24b)

where V =V(0-) e R2"5 defined by

Lo = -14/-t Jr (JW1 J')t lo- .

(2.2s)

(2.26)

invertible.

(2.27)

(2.28)

limb before
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,u =l*,a .(Ð1r)r,r,)]Þ,.o,e, *

b¡:l if i:l and bi:Q if i:2. As x; =l*;

denotes the velocity of the swing tip immediately before impact, the dynamic equations

to describe double impact can be expressed using the term of swing tip velocity

immediately before impact, as follows:

The detailed forms of W, J and Z are shown in Equations (2.23b), (2.23c) and (2.29b)

respectively. The validity of solutions to Equations (2.30) is dependent on the following

three conditions (Hurmuzlu 1993):

(4, -t)sinar] i=1,2;i =1,2..5, (2.2gb)

i;l' =(ay,1ae,þ- :ro-, wherc x;

lo. = -t4/-t J' (JWt J'¡' x; + o-
7p, =ewlJr)t x-
[ã = Itr *-rw'i\(w) rr )' x;

where p is the coeffrcient of friction between the contact points and the ground.

Inequality (2.31a) should be satisfied since the trailing limb is assumed to remain on the

ground during and after double impact. Inequalities (2.3lb) and (2.31c) represent the no-

slip impact conditions at the contact points of the limbs with the ground. The theoretical

basis of the frictional impulse can be found in Whittaket (1944).

1) P,, > 0,

l¿.. I2\ lt!) < u.
'lDl

It tvl

lp I

3) lt ''r1, a u -' lP,,l ' '

(2.30a)
(2.30b)
(2.30c)

(2.31a)

(2.3lb)

(2.31c)
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2.3.3.2 Single ImPact

Immediately before single impact the trailing limb tip is not in contact with the

ground but its velocity is assumed to be zero (Tzafestas et al.1996). During single impact

there is no impulsive force at the trailing limb tip, i'e', for Equations (2'22),

lpo p,rf' =0. The corresponding equations representing the single impact are derived

as the following matrix form

where W is the same matrix as in Equation (2.23b),J is the Jacobian matrix expressed by

Equation (2.23c),1 is a 2x2 vrit matrix, and U is a 5x2 matrix related with the system

parameters taking the form:

u, =l-*,(oJ, -d,)-(F^-rjt ,,,l]Þ, cosá, +þ, -r)sin4] ; = \2"5;i:r,2 (2'32b)

(i ,:,)(;i)=[-'jä )

where b¡: I if j: I and b¡:0 if j :2 . The derivation procedure is similar to that of double

impact model shown in Appendix II, and is abbreviated here. Equation (2'32a) can be

rewritten as

lwne +uvx u =g

l"tae +úu=-Jo- --x;

Eliminatin1 M t from Equations (2'33) yields

(w -ut)ne =ux;. (2.34a)

As W, U and -/ are well-defined matrices related with system inertial terms using the

series chain model, the coefficient matrix Qt' -U¡) can be calculated as

(2.32a)

(2.33a)

(2.33b)
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, *r,=l
I, + m,(al, - d,)' +(E*r)t,r,

-l*,{o,r, - d,)a,t,. 
[ã 

*o)o¡,o,t ,)*<e, - e'>

[[å.- )o,r,o,r,-*,a,o,t,lcos(o, 
- o,)

It is obvious that (W-UJ) is full-ranked and thus is invertible. Finally the angular velocity

changes, the trailing tip velocity changes and the impulses during single impact are

Where ffi,u,,, is the summation of the mass of all links, P, is the external impulse at the

collision tip for single impact. As is previously assumed that X u = 0, the explicit

solutions to the single impact model-the post-impact angular velocity, the trailing tip

velocity and the collision tip impulses are derived as

fe. =(w -u¡)-'ux, +o-- (2.36a)

1"; -k +r|rl ur)'uþ; ,. Q.36b)

Lp, = l(v -m,,,,,,J19 -uJ)-'u -m,,,,11x" (2.36c)

where W, J, V and U are shown in detail by Equations (2.23b), (2.23c), (2.29b) and

(2.32b) respectively. Equation (2.36) is another form of Equation (2.35). One observes

that A,0 , X; artd Pst are linear functions of X, and none of them is dependent on

0, arñ ¡;. fnis is in accordance with that of double impact. The single impact model

described by Equation(2.36) is valid with the satisfaction of the following two conditions

(Hurmuzlu 1993):

Lo =(w -uJ) ux;,

LXu=-JL7-X;,

P, = mr,*,LX u +VL? .

J =t

j > i (2.34b)

j<i

(2.35a)

(2.3sb)

(2.35c)
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Inequalities (2.33) and (2.37) can be utilized to explore how the forthcoming contact

events are associated with the system states prior to impact. The detailed analysis will be

given in Chapter 5.

Remark

Since the single and double impact equations are derived from a series rigid body

chain model, these impact equations can be easily extended to other multi-link rigid body

chains and the eff,rciency of the derivation procedure can be improved with this kinematic

chain model.

2.3.4 Switching and Transformation

During biped locomotion, when the swing limb contacts the ground, the roles of the

swing and the stance side members will be exchanged and this leads to discontinuity in

the mathematical model. The role of the stance and swing limb need to be exchanged.

The physical link displacements and velocities do not actually change but the members of

the biped link, which are used in the dynamic modeling, need re-labelling. The overall

result of the generalized coordinates and velocities immediately before and after the

switch can be written by a transformation equation as follows:

1) i; ,0,

iPr* I

-<u.
1Dl'
lrsri

2)

(2.37a)

(2.37b)

(3..),,",,,,,= [nl,' ï')(ntr,.,, ) 
*',
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where Z =

00001
00010
0 0 1 0 ol,n=þ îr ft ft 71 0 0 0 0 0l',

( ,? I *u l?.I are the state space vectors specifying the coordinates and the

loi,r",,) \o* )',u"0

velocities immediately before and after the switch from the SSP to the DSP.

To facilitate the control procedure, the equations of motion (2.7) and (2.1I) need to

be formulated in terms of the relative angles between jointed links as

nr@)ti+ Hr(Q,ù+Gr(q)=Tn, (2'39)

D,t(ù(i + H r(8,8) + Gn@) =Tn + JT l, (2.40)

where To =lro ît 12 13 ro), each entry representing the joint torque to each joint,

Q:lQo % Qz Qt Qof' , representing the joint angles. A transformation can be

found to express qby 0:

q=Mns.o, (2.41)

where M n, is a transformation matrix from 0 to q:

01000
10000

Clearly, there is a relation between the segment torques and joint torques

r'' =È" '''T =F.''-'(M nò ¡'' (2'42)

Mne =

10000
I -1 0 0 0

0 1 -1 0 01.
0 0 1 -1 0

0 0 0 1 -1
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Equation (2.42) can be written as a vector form to transform segment torques into joint

torques:

or Tn = (MT)t .Tr,the transformation from joint torques to segment torques. In order to

solve the coefficient matrix terms for Equation (2.39) and (2.40), subtitute (2.41) and

(2.43) into (2.7) and (2.11), the following transformation forms can be determined,

D,, = (M,)), nr(o(q))M;à, Q.aaa)

H n = (M 
ol¡1' nçeçq¡,e@)M,,lq, (2.44b)

G, = (M rl)' Gr(e@Ð, (2.44c)

Jn = Jr(e@)Uil (2.44d)

Similarly, Equation (2.2I) is transformed to

Te =(Tl Mou)'' = MTeTn,

where

(2.43)

þ = B(q) þ + c(q)(T, - N(ø)),

Thus, Equations (2.44) and (2.46) can be conveniently applied to dynamic model (2.39),

(2.40) and (2.45) when motion control is implemented.

2.3.5 Simplicity of the Dynamic Equations in Comparison with Conventional'Work

The biped presented above is derived using a kinematic model shown in Figure 2.1

(SSP) and Figure 2.2 (DSP). This structure denotes that it has been treated as an open

B(q) = B(R(q),Dn,J q) ,

c(q) = c(e@ÐM'[e,

N(q) = (M;¿)' N(0(q)).

(2.4s)

Q.a6a)

(2.46b)

Q.a6c)
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loop kinematic chain resembling a robot manipulator starting from the supporting point to

the free end of the swing limb and the trunk. Each labelled link is considered as a vector

originating from its starting joint (the joint connecting the link to the previous one) to the

end joint (the joint connecting the link to the next one). Accordingly, the location of mass

center is measured from the mass center of each link to its starting joint, and the segment

angle is also measured from the vertical axis through the starting joint to each link

counter-close-wise (refer to Figure 2.4a). This kinematic defination may not show much

superiority until it is compared with other biped literature (Tzafestas et al.l996,Lum et

a\.1999, Chan 2000). Most of the previous work treated the biped as a symmetric multi-

link system and their definition in kinematic model mainly emphasized this feature (see

Figure 2.4b). However their kinematic defination leads to an extremely complicated

derivation and irregular expression in dynamic equations. Their work has also been

duplicated in Appendix III to demonstrate the simplicity of this modified defination.

To be specific, the dynamic equations derived in this work are compared with those

conventional ones. The position and velocity of the mass center of each link expressed by

Equation (2.2) using the modified kinematic defination is identical to (413) (refer to

Appendix III) in conventional work (Tzafestas et al.I996); the derivation of dynamic

model using Lagrange formulation with Equations (2.3) and (2.5) are identical to the

complicated Equations (414); and (41)-(44) in this work are identical to (415)-(418) in

previous work. The final forms of dynamic model (2.1)in Section 2.4.I are also found

significantly simplified than those in conventional work shown in Appendix III. Applying

the series kinematic chain model also shows superiority in the expression of joint angles

(Equation 2.41) and the derivation of the single/double impact (in Section 2.4.3) as well
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as the transformation matrices (in Section2.4.4). As the final forms of the whole dynamic

model are simplified, the computation and programming are accordingly simplified and

are less prone to mistakes.

(a) Mode in this work (b) Model in conventional work

Figure 2.4 Comparison with the Kinematic model of a S-link biped

(a) Mode in this work

2.4 Impact Dynamics of Planar Multi-Link Rigid Body Systems

As is previously mentioned that Zheng and Hemami (1984, 1985) have developed a

method to solve the angular velocity changes of a robotic system due to impact by

integrating the dynamic equations with contact constraints over an infinitesimal impact

time period. Their work has been used widely to both biped robots and robot

manipulators (Tzafestas et al. 1996, Lum et al. 1999, Chan 2000, Abo-Shanab and

Sepehri 2001). Since their proposed impact equation resulted from the system Lagrangian

dynamics prior to impact, one can take advantages of the existing dynamic model to
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directly obtain the post impact velocities. However, as pointed out by the authors (Zheng

and Hemami 1995), their solutions to the impact model are valid provided that the

Jacobian matrices are full-ranked. Rank-deficient Jacobian matrices occur in the impact

dynamics of some typical robot collision problems. The causes of rank-defrcient Jacobian

matrices may come from redundancy or dependence of contact constraint equations. Such

circumstance can be found in both biped system and mobile robot impact problems. No

method has been found for solving impact dynamic problems when the Jacobian matrix is

rank-deficient.

The work in this section is to extend Zheng and Hemami's (1984, 1985) impact

model such that the impact dynamic equations can be partially solved when the Jacobian

matrix is rank-deficient. The results can benefit the development of both biped robot and

robotic manipulators with impact. The proposed method consists of two parts. Firstly, the

dynamic equations of impact are reformulæed, which can model both cases of full-ranked

and rank-deficient Jacobian matrices. The post impact velocities and impulses can be

solved directly from the impact equations if the Jacobian matrices are full-ranked.

However. rank-deficient Jacobian matrices lead to indetermined solutions of the post

impact velocities and impulses since the number of independent equations is lower than

the number of unknowns. Thus secondly, a method is developed to solve the impact

equations by transforming the rank-deficient Jacobian matrices into their row-equivalent

matrices, which contains a full-ranked sub-matrix and a null sub-matrix. By employing

the full-ranked sub-matrix, the post impact velocities can be solved explicitly without

extra equations and a set of linear equations with unknown impulses can be obtained

where the impulses can only be solved if extra equations for impulses are provided. Proof
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is given that the solution of the post impact velocities is unique regardless of the rank of

the Jacobian matrix. During the whole formulation, an m-link planar rigid body system is

utilized instead of directly modeling the f,rve-link biped impact dynamics for generality.

Examples are presented at last to demonstrate the application of the proposed model and

solution scheme.

2.4.1 Formulation of a General Impact Model

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, an impact model that has often been used in robot

impact problems is that the impact is with point contact, perfectly plastic and occurs

instantaneously (Zheng and Hemami 1984, Hurmuzlu and Changl992). Such an impact

model is appealing in that it significantly simplifies the analysis of the collision process.

The validity of the model has also been discussed in (Hurmuzlu and Chang 1992,

Hurmuzlu 1993). Since the collision is plastic and occurs instantly, the configuration of

the robot remains constant during the collision and the collision tips do not leave the

contact surface after impact. Although simultaneous collisions of independently moving

objects seem nongeneric, the collision at multiple objects jointed by one another of a

system is common in practice (Marghitu and Hurmuzlu 7995,Ivanov 7995, Chatterjee

and Ruina 1998). Figure 2.5 represents the diagram of the contact problem of aplanar m-

link robotic system with multiple collision points. Prior to collision, point å on the robot

is stationary on the environmenf at B, which is termed a supporting point. Impact occurs

when each of the end tips e¡ (i:1,2,...,k) on the robot strikes the environment

simultaneously at poirrt. E¡, which is termed a collision point. The origin of the world

coordinate system is at B throughout the following derivation.

The dynamic equation describing the motion of the system before impact is given as
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B(o)
Supporting point

where D andR € -R'"" ; G and q, q, (ì and r € R'',referring to Equation (2.7) for each

representation. Here z denotes the system degrees of freedom prior to impact. According

to Lagrange 's impulsive equation (Goldsmith 1960),

Figure 2.5 A planar m-link rigid body chain collisions

which is an integration of Lagrange formulation with respect to time over the impact

period Lt=tt -/o by carrying out the limiting process A¡-+0, where Kis the kinetic

energy of the system, L(AKlôdt) represents the change in the momentum component

ôKl)qt, Q, represents the generalized impulses resulting from the generalized impact

force Qo,: Q, = ll3, t'J." Q.o,dt = Qo,at. Thus, (2.41) is integrated over the impact time

period At=tt-to and carrying out the limiting process Ar-+0 at the onset of the

collision:

IS il'.o' DQdr + l$ l,';.^' (uq * G - tþt = H$ l3.o' eudt = g . (2.49)
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o(#)=n,,i=1,2 n,
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The second term of the left-hand side, lu{ro I';.o'(Uø + G - t)dt , is equal to zero, because

the positions, velocities and control input remain finite. Therefore (2.49) become

D(q. -q-)=Q, Q.50)

where q* ærd 4- represent the angular velocities immediately before and after impact,

respectively. The impact equation (2.50) is different from Zheng and Hemami's (1984)

work in that in their work, the impact dynamic equation was directly solved under the

condition that the Jacobian matrix must be full-ranked. If the Jacobian matrix is rank-

deficient, the changes in the angular velocities and the impulses can not be solved. In the

present formulation, the right-hand side of Equation (2.50) does not include the Jacobian

matrix. Thus (2.50) can be used regardless of the ranks of Jacobian matrices. However, to

solve the generalized impulses p, D'Alembert's principle is applied to the system at

collision, which is written as

The virtual work done by the force goin the virtual displacement

Thomson 1968)

tu=&.eu,

whereas it is also the resultant virtual work done by the

collision tips, .t* =IF*,r F*r, F** F*orf'' ,

ffi 
" 
=l&", ù^ &"* Ð"ol' t

6w=õXu,F5",

q.{nE+HQ+G-t-Qo\=0. (2.sr)

& is (Pestel and

(2.s2)

extemal impact forces at the

in the virtual displacements,
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where F* and X, are 2kxl vectors of the external impact forces and coordinates at the

collision tips and fr is the number of the collision points. By transformation, X" can be

expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates q:

x 
" 
=lf,@) -fr(q) fro-,@) fro@)l' . Q.54)

Thus áX" - J&, where -i is the Jacobian matrix: J = ôf ,lôq t . Equation (2'53) can be

written as

8w = 6X, . Fæ = (J&)' F* = (&)' J' F* : ð4 .(l' f *).

Combining (2.52) and (2.55),

gd=J'F*'

Thus, the generalized impulse over the infinitesimal period of time Àr is

Q = J, F", (2.57)

where F" represents the external impulses at collision tips: d = F¿"Lt. Thus (2'50) can

be rewritten as

For multiple rigid-body collision problems, several authors adopt one of the two

conditions at each supporting point that (i) the normal velocity is kept zero and there is a

non-negative impulse, or, (ll) there is a zero impulse and the post collision normal

velocity is non-negative (see. e.g. Hurmuzlu and Chang 1992, Marghitu and Hurmuzlu

1995 and the references therein). Since by assumption the collision points on the system

rest at the same position of the contact points on the environment after impact, the

following equation of contact constraint exists:

D(qt - q-) = J'' Fu'

(2.ss)

(2.s6)

f(q.)-xr=0,
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where .l¿ is the vector of coordinates of the collision points on the environment and is a

constant vector. Differentiating (2.59) with respect to time yields

Combining (2.58) and (2.60), the impact equation becomes

[rA. - J' F" = Dq

lJq. =o

or in the matrix form

l: ';)l';"1=['; ]

Jq* =0.

This model is applicable to all multi-link systems with perfect plastic collisions. Equation

(2.62) is solved in the following section.

2.4.2 Solutions to the Impact Model

In orderto solve Equation (2.62), two cases may arise: (l) Jacobianmatrix.ris full-

ranked and the post impact velocity q* and the external impulse F" can be solved

f D -J'fexplicitly, and (il) Jacobian matrix J is rank-deficient, which causes matrix | '- |lr 0j
to be rank-def,rcient and there are infinite solutions to (2.62).The two cases are solved

separately as follows.

2.4.2. 1 Full-Ranked Jacobian Møtríx

(2.60)

(2.61a)

(2.6rb)

When the contact constraint conditions are independent

Jacobian matrix -/ is full-ranked. By multiplying both sides

combining with (2.61b), one has

(JD] Jr )F. = -Jq- .

(2.62)

and not redundant, the

of (2.61a) by JD-t and
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Since J and D are full-ranked matrices, the coefficient matrix (JD-IJr ) is invertible.

Thus,

F" = (JD1J'). (_lq-) .

Note that X " 
: JQ- . Equation (2.62) will then be solved as

The results shown in(2.64) are identical to those derived by Zheng and Hemami (1984,

1e8s).

2.4.2.2 Rank-DeJicient Jacobiøn Matrìx

Two cases may cause Jacobian matrix J rank-deficient. The first case is that the

number of contact constraints resulting from impact exceeds the degrees of freedom of

the dynamic system. The second case is that the constraint equations themselves are

linearly dependent. As J is rank-deficient, the number of unknowns is higher than the

number of linear-independent equations shown by (2.62). Thus, extra equations are

needed in order to solve the angular velocities , Q* , ffid impulses, F". II will be shown

next that there is only one solution of q* to (2.62) when the Jacobian matrix is rank-

deficient, and the solution of q* can be solved explicitly without extra equations. The

proof is carried out in two parts. Firstly, a matrix i in to*-.quivalent form (Schneider

and Barker T973) to -/ is constructed, which contains a fuIl-ranked sub-matrix and a zero

sub-matrix. By using the full-ranked sub-matrix and removing the null matrix fromi, a

solution of the post impact velocities can be solved explicitly and a set of linear equations

with unknown impulses can be obtained. Secondly, it has to be proven that all possible

lF" =(JDlJr)-tf-x;)
ld. = q- + DlJr (JD-tJr)-'(-x;)

Q.6aa)
(2.64b)
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solutions of q* to (2.62) remain the same regardless of the extra equations. The detailed

procedure is as follows.

The row-equivalent matrix i can be obtained by left-multiplying J by a

transformation matrix T (Schneider and Barker 1973), where 7 . p2kx2k and is

invertible, such that the row vectors of j can be partitioned into r independent vectors

and (2k-r) zero vectors in R' space, i.e.,

Note that fr is the number of the collision points. Furthermore, by multiplying both sides

of (2.61b) by I, one has

The second term on the left-hand si

- J' F" = -JrTr (Tr )

Thus, (2.62) can be modified as

ln

Itr l

i =TJ=[ti')"' l.
l01ro_,,.,l

l-? I
TJd* : iq* =l ^r 

r'*n lr. =0.
Iurro-"1',1

de of (2.61a), - JT' F", can be rewritten as

-' F" = -(TJ)' (T')' F" = -i' (T')t F".

where Fr,, and Fr,, are the vectors of linear combinations of the extemal impulses.

Equation (2.68) is rewritten as

(2.6s)

l¡t
0

olr d* I [¡,

lL,'4 
o; ] 

= 
L"í ]

(T')t F" = Fr,(4) , I Fr't"t I
=lor,rrro-n 

)'

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)
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Since -I, is a full-ranked matrix,

(2.70) is finally solved as

Note that in (2.71), although the extemal impulses can not be solved without extra

equations, the post impact velocities are solved in an explicit form. It will be shown next

that the solution of the post impact velocities, q* , shown in (2.71b), is independent of the

row-equivalent matrix i and transformation matrix T, andtherefore is unique.

Proof: Assuming that J, o md J, u *" two arbitrary row-equivalent sub-matrices to

-I, then ir-, and Jr_u *" row-equivalent to each other (Schneider and Barker 1973),i.e.,

jr_u=Mir_", where M is an rxr invertible transformation matrix. According to

li, 
-r'l[;; 

]=['; ]

the same procedure can be

I Fr., = çt,o' i [¡-' ei,E- )

f4. = q- + na t[ çt,o'tl¡-'ei,E-)

followed in

(2.70)

case (i), and

(2.71b), the solutions for q* determined by J, " and J, t, üê,

qj" = q- + nt ll_"ç1, _,n'l[_")-'(-J,_,q-) ,

Lju = a- + n-'t'[_oçt,_un'il_)-'?i,_uq-) ,

respectively. Substituting j, u = Mi, o into (2.72b) gives

(2.7ra)

(2.7lb)

aju = a- + n'l{ uçJ, uo'J[ )-'?i, uq-)

= q- + D-'(Mi, "l'ftui,- ,)D-'(Mi,_,)''f'l- ø{i,_,>a-7
= q- + D1 (i[,M' ilw'j' çi, _"n']l_")' M' I-Mi, _"q-)
= 4- + D'iT_,Ú, _"D. i'[_,)-' ?i, _,q- )

Comparing (2.73) and (2.72a), f,tnally,

(2.72a)

(2.t2b)
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Remørks

(1) Equatio n (2.74) shows that regardless of the forms of the row-equivalent matrices

j , the solution of the angular velocities, q* from (2.68), remains unchanged. Since

(2.68) is equivalentto (2.62), the solution of the angular velocities, 4* from (2.62),is

unique and can be solved explicitly in spite of the rank deficiency of the Jacobian matrix.

(2) Although various row-equivalent matric.r i, can be chosen, the row echelon

form* is recommended here for its simplicity if only the solution of the post impact

velocities is of interest.

qit" = qi,u'

Next, the effects of the forms of the row-equivalent matric.t i ott the equations for

solving the extemal impulses are discussed. Equation (2.7La) is a set of linear equations

with external impulses as unknowns. The number of impulses is higher than the number

of equations. Thus, the impulses can only be solved uniquely when extra equations are

provided. It is to be proven that the general solution of the external impulses is

independent from the matrices i andtransformation matrix Z.

proof: Assuming that ì, o and i, u *"two arbitrary row-equivalent sub-matrices to

(2.74)

J, then i, u = Mi, 
", 

where M is an

(2.7la), the

ffièt

equations containing the

*An mxn matrix A is said to be in row echelon form if and only if:
(l) The nonzero rows are at the top of the mahix;
(2) The leading entries move to the right as we go down the maffix;

(3) All leading entries are one;
(4) Any column that contains a leading entry has all other entries zero.
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Fru _.^(F") = çl , _"n" i[ _")-' ?i, _"q- ) ,

Fr 
-ru(F") = Ú, _uDt iT_)-'?i, _uq- ) .

Substitutin g j, _u = Mi, _o into the right-hand side of (2.75b),

Q, un't[ )-'(-J, uq-)

=lr*i,,r r' @i, 
^))' 1' I rop, _ùE-l

=lu, )-'(i, ,D.iT ,). M.X-Mi,_"q-)
= (M')-t (J,_"D-t J{_")t (-¡,_,q-)

From (2.67) and the definition of Fr^ as shown in (2.69),

J7' F" = i' Fr, = iT oFr,., .," = iT uFr,, ,u.

Substituting i, u = Mi, o into (2.77),

il_"Fr,r_, = iT_uFr^_ru = (Mir_o)' Frn_ru = J{_,M'Fr,r_.,u.

Since l'[ 
" 

it full-ranked, one has

Fr,r_ru = (M')-t Frn_^ .

Substituting (2.76) and (2.78) into (2.75b) gives

(2.7sa)

(2.7sb)

Since Mr is invertible, the above equation indicates that (2.75a) and (2.75b) arc

equivalent, i.e., with the same extra equations for impulses, the solution of the external

impulses remains the same regardless of the choice of the row-equivalent matrices j and

their associated transformation matrix Z.

(M')-t Fr,, 
-,o = (M'' )-'(i, _"D-'i'[_")' ei, _"q-) .

(2.76)

(2.77)

(2.78)
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Remarks

(1) The equivalency of (2.75a) and (2.75b) indicates that the selection of the row-

equivalent matrices i has no effects on the solution of the external impulses.

(2) For each specific row-equivalent matrix j, its associated transformation matrix I

is not necessarily unique. The unknown elements of I are solved from equation

Tro,roJro,n=iro,,, which has 2kx2k unknowns and 2kxr independent equations,

where r is the rank of the matrices Jro,, and iro^,. Since r<Zk when -I is rank-

deficient, the elements of Zhave infinite solutions. There arc 2kx(2k-r) elements for Z

that can be chosen freely, e.9., some elements can be prescribed as zero for simplicity,

provided that the transformation matrix Zremains invertible.

2.4.3 Examples

For biped robot impact problems with full-ranked Jacobian matrices, Equation (2.64)

can be used directly to solve the impact dynamics. Examples can be found such as the

five-link single and double impact which has been shown in Section 2.3.3 and are not

repeated here. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, rank-deficient Jacobian matrices may occur

in two cases, (i) the number of constraint equations exceeds the system degrees of

freedom prior to impact, and (ii) the constraint equations are not independent. For a rigid-

link robot impact with at least one supporting point and more than one collision points,

the number of contact constraints may exceed the system degrees of freedom prior to

impact. Whereas if the supporting point and the collision point are located at one rigid

link, for example, there may not be enough independent constraint functions that can be

used to solve Equation (2.62). Both cases lead to rank-deficient Jacobian matrices. Two
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typical examples of each case are presented next to demonstrate the method developed

above.

Example 1: A three-link biped with two collision points

An example representing the first case is shown by Figure 2.6. A three-link biped

robot is supported at B and collision happens at C and E simultaneously. After impact all

tips on the biped, b, c and e, ate assumed to rest on their contact surfaces at B, C, and E,

respectively. The method, developed in Section 2.4.2, will be used to calculate the

angular velocities after impact and to determine the equations for solving external

impulses at collision points, C and E. The dynamic equation immediately before impact

is presented by Q.a7) with the matrices shown below:

02 Link2

e3

Supporting points

ink i

B(o)

Figure 2.6Bipedrobot mechanism with two collision points

Link

X

5

C
(*c,

Collision points

F.x

Yc)

E(xø vn)

F"x
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It

"=l
, + mrdl + (m, + mr)ll mrl,drC,-,

mrlrdrCr_,

mrlrdrCr_,

I o mrløzezs.2

H =l - m.1,d.0"5,_. 0| "''.-
l- mrl,dr?rS,_, 0

where á, is the segment angle of each link, and in abbreviated notation, S, = sin d,;

S,-, = sin(d, - 0 j); C¡-j = cos(á, - 0,) . m¡, I¡ aîd l¡ are the mass, inertia and length of

link l; d, is the distance from the center of gravity of link I to the joint which connects link

I and link l-l. The constraint functions are described as

I f,1 [], sin o,+lrsinor-". I
I ¡., I | /, .o, o, +lrcoso, - y, 

Il"il=l'..: :. n'""1:0. (2.79)

l¿ I | 
/rsin0,+t,sind,-xu 

I

lf^ ) [/' cos o, +lrcosQ - !o ]

where ( x¿, , y. ) and (x 6, ! r) are the coordinates of point C and E located at the

environment. The Jacobian matrix is

I, + mrdl
0

l-(*,d, +2m,1,)gs,l
C=l -mrdrgS, l,

L - m,d,gS, l

mrlrdrCr-rl

0 l,
t, + mrdl )

dr7rs,_rl
0 l,ol

mrl,

The rank of the above Jacobian matrix is 3 and is rank-deficient. According to (2.62),

there are six equations for the three-link bipedal system shown in Figure 2.6, and therc

aïe seven unknowns. Among them, three are angular velocities after impact, e: , and four
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f l,cos2, lrcos2, 0 I

., =l-l,sino, -lrsino, o 
I

| /, cosá, 0 lrcosd, 
I

[-/, ,in g, o -lrsin d, ]

(2.80)



are impulse components at points C and E. The solutions cannot be determined based on

Zheng and Hemami's (1984, 1985) work. By applying the above mentioned method, the

row-equivalent Jacobian matrix j is chosen

lt, o ol

j=lo t2 ol=[-j,l"-lo o /, l-Lol'
loool

Consequently, the transformation matrix can be constructed as

where C¡ = cos á,. Thus the post impact angular velocities can be solved by substituting

the above j, and Tto (2.71b). If one impulse component can be obtained, for example

that Fo, can be measured, the rest of impulse components, Ftx, Fr* and F* canbe

solved using (2.7La).

Example 2: A planar mobile robot with impact on the base

Figure 2.7 shows a planar mobile robot with a base and arms (Abo-Shanab and

Sepehri 2001). When the base is rocking around contact point å toward E and colliding at

E, point b may rest on the original position or lift up off the environment. If point å rests

on the environment surface after impact, the degrees of freedom of the pre-impact system

is n, representing n rotational joint angular displacements. The contact constraint function

f canbe written as

T_

0

I

c2

0
szs¡-r
CrSr-'

0

0

0

- 
CzS¡-r

CtSr-'

_ c,s, _ crc,
crsr_r czs:_l

_ src¡ _ cl
c¡s¡_r s¡_l

ll
C1 sr

c,
s¡-r

(2.81)

(2.82)
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Supporting point

Y t
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tbt

Y

9t

-9¡

Figure 2.7 Aplanar mobile platform colliding at the base

9z

Accordingly, Jacobian matrix is

F"N

The m-thLink

e

F"r

It is obvious that-/is not full-ranked (rank(J):]). From (2.62), there are n+/ equations

but n+2 unknowns with n angular velocities after impact, Qi, and two impulse

components at point e. Through observations, a transformation matrix is constructed as

Fex

I f,l [/, cos a, - L1 lol
ll,)= fr, ,in q, - H )= Lol

Collision point

H

, t- l, sinq, 0 ... 0-l
J=l L

| /, cosq, 0 ... 0l

to yield

I cos q, sin q, 
-l

I =l l,
[- srn q, cos q, I

(2.83)

i=rr=ll, :]=[;]

(2.84)
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Note that T = (T')-' , and Z is also a matrix transforming an arbitrary vector in the

coordinate system O - xy into O - r'y' by rotating an

F: = (Tr )-' F" =TF" =lF), Flrf'' , where {'. and, Fj* represent

normal impulsive force at point e. Thus (2.70) becomes

t: - jí-l[ q.f 
-loE-]l;, o lL";"J-L o l

According to (2.71) and (2.86), (2.87) is finally solved as

Equation (2.88a) shows that the normal impulse at the contact point E (e) can be solved

explicitly without extra equations. However, the tangential impulse is not solvable due to

the lack of one equation. Note that it is often of special interests in finding normal

impulses in robotic collisions with the environment. Such normal impulses can be used to

determine the type of impact (Hurmuzlu 1993).

Note that for both examples discussed above, the solutions presented are only valid

when the supporting tip does not lift off the supporting surface after impact. If the

supporting tip lifts up immediately after impact, the Jacobian matrices in the impact

equations for both examples are actually full-ranked, and the "in the air" pre-impact

dynamic model (Tzafestas et al., 1996) should be employed.

2.5 Summary

angle %. Thus,

the tangential and

I r:r = çt,n' ti" ¡-' (-t,q, )

f d. = Q- + D-'JI çt,n" ii ¡-' (-t,q, )

(2.87)

A complete dynamic model to represent a planar five-link biped walking was

developed in this chapter. The conventional definitions of certain physical parameters of

the biped system have been modified for the kinematic analysis, and the dynamic
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equations including the SSP, the DSP, single/double impact, and switching have been

derived in detail. For the DSP, the biped model was first formulated as a robot system

under holonomic constraints and then the hip position and trunk orientation were selected

as independent generalized coordinates to describe the biped system in the reduced state

space. The reduced space DSP dynamic model facilitates the biped motion regulation,

which will be shown in Chapter 4.

The biped single and double impact equations were also developed by Newtonian

approach. The post impact velocities and external impulses at contact point(s) were

solved explicitly and they can be used conveniently to examine the validity of the

solutions. Other equations were also formulated including the switching due to phase

exchange, and transformation of the coordinates for facilitating control procedure. It has

been shown that the whole dynamic modeling procedure was significantly improved and

the detailed forms of those equations were greatly simplified comparing with

conventional ones. This is due to the series kinematic chain model employed in this work.

Secondly, the impact dynamics of planar multi-link robotic collisions was extended

and reformulated from previous literature, which can model both cases of full-ranked and

rank-deficient Jacobian matrices. To solve the equations with the latter, row-equivalent

matrices were constructed to apply to the model and the angular velocities immediately

after impact can be solved explicitly without extra equations. Two robot collision

problems with rank-deficient Jacobian matrices were presented to exempliff the impact

problems and solution scheme.

It is the first time that the robotics impact dynamics was discussed and solved with

Jacobian matrix being rank-deficient. It may fit into some special cases of biped impact
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phenomena. As the impact model was generated from Lagrange mechanics, the system

pre-impact dynamic equations can be directly incorporated into the model to solve the

velocities after impact. In this work the impact dynamics was developed with an m-link

rigid-body chain and detailed derivation of individual systems was not necessary. The

proposed impact model and solution scheme contribute to research on impact phenomena

of both biped robots and robot manipulators. Biped impact mechanics provides important

information for the upcoming contact events (the SSP/DSP of next walking cycle or

slippage of foolfeet). The related subject will be studied in detail in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Motion Planning

3.1 trntroduction

Motion planning is a crucial step in the development of biped robots. Systematic

methods for synthesizing biped gait are studied by researchers since 1980's (Miura and

Shimoyama 1984, Pandy and Berme i988, 1989, Shih and Churng 1990, Shih 1997,

Channon et al. 1992, Hurmuzlu I993a, Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001, Huang et al.

2001). Hurmuzlu (1993a,b) has presented an approach to develop objective functions that

can be used in conjunction with controllers to regulate the motion of a planar five-link

biped. The biped locomotion was designed in terms of step length, progression speed,

maximum step height and the stance knee bias angle. According to his objective

functions formulated for the motion planning, once the initial angles of each step are

selected, the joint angular displacement profiles will be uniquely determined. However,

in order to have continuous and repeatable gait, special requirements for the selection of

initial joint angles, objective functions and their associated gait parameters are needed.

These selections can be extremely challenging'

To solve such a problem, various numerical approximation methods, e.g., time

polynomial functions (Red 2000, Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001) or periodic spline

interpolations (Shih 1997,Huang et a\.2001) have been generated to approximate the

biped joint angle profiles to the desired trajectories. Those methods can be conveniently

used to find satisfactory or optimal joint angle profiles. A vast amount of literature was
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found in biped motion planning by construction of polynomial functions to approximate

biped joint angle positions (chevallereau and Aoustin 2001, channon et al'1992' Shih

lggl). One advantage is its ability to satisfy some desired motion conditions' such as

repeatability and gait optimization, etc. Disadvantages include a high computing load for

large bipedal systems and the selection of the polynomials with improper orders may

imposeundesirablefeaturestothejointangleprofiles(ChevallereauandAoustin200l)'

During bipedal locomotion, the upper body is in dynamic equilibrium, and the effect

of hip motion in horizontal direction plays an important role for dynamically stable

walking (Vukobratovic and Ekalo 1973, Thornton-Trump and Daher 1975)' Chow and

Jacobian (]gl:)studied the optimal biped locomotion and first drew attention to the hip

motion and suggested that the hip trajectory be synthesized prior to joint angle profiles'

The advantages include that it is easy to satisfy stability requirement and the gait

synthesis procedure is also simplified. Although this method has been introduced to

synthesize walking patterns for a seven-link biped (Huang et al' 2001)' it has not attracted

much attention.

From previous literature on biped gait generation, it has been noticed that several

important issues need to be further investigated. Firstly, most studies have focused on the

motion generation during sSp and the DSp has received less attention. The DSP plays an

important roie in keeping biped stable walking with a wide range of speeds' and should

notbeneglected.Thusitisimportanttosynthesizethegaitpatternsthatincludeboththe

SSp and DSp. other important issues, which need to be considered in gait design, include

requirementsofcontinuity,repeatabilityandstabilityofthegait'
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The objective of this chapter is to propose a method for synthesizing a cyclic gait for

biped walking. The important issues, which have not been investigated properly in

previous literature, will be considered. Compatible hip and swing limb tip trajectories

will be designed first, which has the advantage of simplifuing the problem by dividing

the biped into three subsystems. The joint angle profiles for a full gait cycle including

both the SSP and the DSP will be determined accordingly. The constraint functions and

gait parameters are to be chosen such that repeatable gait will be generated. Smooth joint

angle profiles will be generated at all times, including the transition between the SSP and

the DSP, which also removes the velocity jump caused by impact. Certain gait

parameters will be chosen such that the largest stability region during the DSP will be

obtained.

3.2 Planning of Swing Limb and Hip Motion

3.2.1 Walking Cycle

It is desirable for the bipedal system to move steadily in the sagittal plane, that is, the

cyclic biped motion is required to be continuous and repeatable. A complete step cycle

(see Figure 3.1) under study is divided into a SSP and a DSP. The time period of the SSP

is denoted as Zs and that of the DSP is denoted as Tn.In the successive step, the roles of

the swing limb and stance limb are exchanged.

It has been noticed that the joint angle profiles can be determined if compatible

trajectories for the hip and the tip of the swing limb can be prescribed. This approach has

the advantage in that the biped is divided into the torso and two lower limbs, which

significantly simplifies the problem. The compatible hip and swing limb trajectories

should satisfy the condition that the distance between the hip and each lower limb tip is
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less than the length of the whole limb and greater than the difference between the lengths

of the shank and thigh af any time. This condition guarantees the existence of the joint

angle profiles during the whole walking period. If it is fruther assumed that both knees

can only bend in one direction, such as bending forward, the joint angle profile will be

uniquely determined by the trajectories of the hip and swing limb.

From the viewpoint of natural human walking, it is desirable that the torso is kept

directly upward or oscillates slightly around the upright position (Mitobe et al. 1997,

Huang et a\.2001). Prescribing the trajectory 0r(r) = 0 in both the SSP and the DSP, the

main task here is to synthesize the motion of the lower limbs. To satisff the bipedal

walking under various ground conditions, it is natural to design the trajectory for the

swing limb tip first, followed by the design of compatible hip trajectory. Note that the

solution is valid when the no-slip condition at the contact point is satisfied, 1.e.,

lrrlr,l<p, where p is the friction coeff,rcient between the lower limb tips and the

ground.

Single support phase

[eu-'J -

Hþ trajectory

Double suppof phase

rajectory_(xu,

FTs+Td

ing ankle

Figure 3.1 Full gait cycle of a five-link biped walking in sagittal plane
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3.2.2 Design of the Trajectories of the Swing Limb Tip

The trajectory of the tip of the swing limb during the SSP is a significant factor in

satisffing ground conditions. In this section, the constraint equations are developed for

solving swing limb tip trajectories. The trajectory of the tip of the swing limb is denoted

by the vecforXo:(x"(t),y"(t)), where (x"(t),y,(t)) is the coordinate of the swing limb

tip position with the origin of the coordinate system located at the tip of the supporting

limb (see Figure 3.1). There is a need to first outline how many constraint equations are

required for the desired swing tip motion. The order of the polynomials can be

determined accordingly so that the corresponding number of coefficients of the

polynomials will be solved uniquely. Under this consideration, a total of 10 constraint

equations will be needed to satisfy the requirements, which will be emphasized next.

Accordingly, third-order and fifth-order time polynomial functions are chosen as the

simplest form for the xo ffid yo, respectively. Although higher order polynomials can be

employed, more constraints must be added and sometimes this may lead to improper

orders resulting in undesirable features and oscillations (Chevallereau and Aoustin 2001).

Thus the time polynomial functions for the coordinates of the swing limb tip is generated

AS

*"'{?"'¿)r==i:Ii:iïiii ïí,t';bota +b,t,, 3:í:ä ,. fì
In order to solve the coefficients a¡ and b¡ (i:0,...3 and j:O,...J), a set of constrained

equations are required. These constrained equations come from the conditions of the

desired motion. The gait patterns are cast in terms of four basic quantities: step length S¿,

step period for the SSP Zs, maximum clearance of the swing limb H*, and its location Sr.

They are chosen from various biped walking gait requirements. Other constraints used for
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designing the swing limb motion are the repeatability and continuity of the gait' The

constraint reiations are described as follows:

(1) Geometrical constrøintsz The swing limb has to be lifted off the ground at the

beginning of the step cycle and has to land back at the end of it' This condition must be

enforced, which is shown by the following equations:

(2) Msximum clearance of the swing limb: During the swing phase, the tip of the

swing limb has to stay clear off the ground to avoid accidental contact' In some previous

work (Hurmu zlu 1gg3a, Cheng and Lin 2000) the parabolic relation between x'(t) and

y,(t) hasbeen assumed. Although this strategy has the advantage of being the simplest

form that allows the prescription of the desired step length and the tip maximum

clearance independently, it is unlikely to satisfy the requirement of repeatable gait' In this

work, the swing limb trajectory is synthesized by setting the following relation:

y"(o)=0,

y"(7,) = o .

Where H* isthe maximum clearance of the swing limb and S,, is the x-coordinate of the

swing limb tip corresponding to the maximum clearance, which were mentioned as two

of the four known basic quantities. I,, is the time instant when the tip of the swing limb

reachestothemaximumclearance'Notethatl'isnotprescribed.

(3) Repeatøbitity of the gait: The requirement for repeatable gait imposes the initial

posture and velocities to be identical to those at the end of each step' The posture

15

(3.2)

(3.3)

XO(7") = S,,,

!o(7,,,) = H ,,,

,,(7,,) = 0 ,

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)



repeatability requires identical strides between the two lower tips at the beginning and

end of the step. Furthermore, since during the DSP both tips are in contact with the

ground and remain stationary, in order to keep velocity repeatability in the next cycle, the

initial velocities of the swing tip in both horizontal and vertical direction must remain

zero. Subsequently, the following relations must hold:

(4) Contìnuiþ of the gøit: The final state of the SSP and the initial state of the DSP

should be continuous. Since the velocity of the leading tip at the beginning of the DSP is

zero, the velocity of the swing tip immediately before contact should also be zero to

satisfy the continuity condition. On the other hand, during biped locomotion, when the

swing limb contacts the ground, impact occurs, which causes sudden changes in the joint

angular velocities. It has been addressed in Chapter 2 that both the external impulses at

contact points and the changes of angular velocities before and after impact are

proportional to the change of swing tip linear velocity. The lower the magnitude of the

swing tip velocity, the less impact effect is. By keeping the velocities of the swing limb

zero before impact, the sudden jump in the joint angular velocities can be eliminated. The

above conditions lead to:

r,(0) = -Sr12,

x"(Ts) = S r12,

i, (0) = 0,

Y,(0)=0.

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

*"(Tr) = o,

j,,(Tt) = o '
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Equations (3.2)-(3.12) can be used for solving ten polynomial coefficients a¡, b¡ (i:0,...3

and j:0,...5) and 7.. The trajectory of the swing limb with the above coefficients

satisfies the requirements, such as repeatable gait with no effect from the impact and with

prescribed gait parameters.

3.2.3 Design of the Trajectories of Hip Motion

Hip motion has significant effect on the stability of the bipedal system. Here the

trajectories of the hip are designed for the SSP and the DSP separately, which are denoted

by the coordinate of the hip position as xor:(xor!),y^(t)) in the ssP and

X oo : (xor7), y or(r)) in the DSP. Similar to the procedure of the swing tip design, a third

order polynomial function is used to describe both xo, and x¡o. These chosen functions

can adequately describe the desirable motion while keeping the simplest form of

polynomials. The functions describing the coordinates of the hip position in the SSP and

the DSP are shown below:

r, .l*^Ø=co*crt+crt2 +cat3; 0l tlT,
^" '1 

lnrl) = !nQ); o <t sTs

v .f*oo = do +drt+drtz +drt3; o 3t sTo
n"''\!,,r(t)=y,,(t); o<t<To

The next step involves formulating constrained equations, which include the additional

quantities: positions of the hip at the begiruring of the SSP and the DSP, 55¿ and S¡¿, step

period for the DSP, I¿, and the height of the hip, H¡. Besides the constraints of

repeatability and continuity of the gait, the stability of the bipedal walking during the

DSP is also considered. The constraint relations are described as follows:

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

(3.1 3c)

(3.13d)
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(1) Vertícøl híp motÍon' One desired feature of biped gait is to keep the minimum

vertical oscillation of the gravity center, which requires minimum vertical motion of the

hip. For the sake of simplicity, assumin1 lns and lno constant at any time during the

whole gait cycle, i.e.,

(2) Repeatability of the gait: To keep the gait repeatabie, the triangle constructed by

the hip and the two lower tips must be identical to that at the beginning of the SSP and at

the end of the DSp. Furlherïnore, the hip velocities at the beginning and the end of the

step must be the same. Thus, the following relations must hold:

rrr (0) = -Sro ,

xno(Zr)=S, 12-Sro,

*or(0) =Vht,

*oo(Tr) =Vn.

!¡t(t) = H n,

!on?) - Hh '

where Vil is the hip velocity at the beginning of each step, which will be determined

later.

(3) Continuity of the gait: Tlrre hip trajectory must be continuous during the whole gait

cycle, i.e.,thehorizontal displacements and velocities of the hip at the end of the SSP and

the beginning of the DSP must be identical respectively, which leads to:

(3.14)

(3.1 s)

(3.16)

(3.T7)

(3.1 8)

(3.1e)

xrr(Tr) = Sro,

x,, (0) : SDo,

*or(Tr) =Vor,
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*oo(0) =Vnz,

where V* will be determined later.

(4) Støbility of the gøit during the double support phøse: The horizontal velocity of

the hip is the main factor that affects the stability of a bipedal robot walking in a sagittal

plane. As discussed in Section 3.1, some previous studies focused on deriving the hip

trajectories to execute a desired ZMP. The disadvantages are that the hip acceleration

may be very large and not all desired ZMP trajectories can be attained. In this work, the

following procedure will be proposed to determine an optimal set of initial and final

velocities of hip motion during the DSP: V^, and Vrr:

(Ð generate a series of smooth x^ and xno by selecting various V, and V¡2;

(iÐ obtain a set of solutions of x,,, and xoo with the largest stability margin.

Stability margin is defined here as the minimum distance between the ZMP and the

boundary of the stable region, which is the line between the two tips of the supporting

limbs. The Equations (3.16)-(3.23) and the stability constraints can be used to solve all

eight coefficients, c¡ and d¡ (i:0,...3). For each set of selected values of Vo, and V¡, , x*

and xoo can be solved uniquely and will be used to find out the ZMP trajectory. Through

computer iterative calculation, a set of Vo, and V* can be easily obtained to solve the

trajectories of x^ and xro with the largest stability margin.

(3.23)

3.3 Biped Joint Angle Profiles of Angular Displacements

V/ith the hip and swing limb tip trajectory design and the biped kinematic model, the

joint angle prof,rles can be uniquely determined and expressed by the following equations:
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0r(t¡:arcsin(ff

9r(t):0,(t)+arcsin(

. ,A,,C, + ar,,l,l,l + ai -Ci

9r(t) = g

where for the SSP,

0o(t): arcsin(

,{ +ai
., ,Arcos(0, (/)) - B, sin(á, (r))

0r(r) =

. ,AoCo

0o(t) + arcsin(

Aq = xos(/) - x,,, (t) , Bo = yns!) - y"s(t) , Co

For the DSP,

+ no.,l,l,l + Bi -Ci

l2

. ,,Aocos(?oQ))- Bo

,ni + Ai

At = xns(t), B, = !ns(t), Ct =

l5

sin(áo (r))

Note that the angles d are def,rned as the angles between the link and the vertical

position, "*" denotes the link right of the vertical and "-" left of the vertical. Equation

(3.24) will be used as desired joint angle profiles in the control design shown in Chapter

4.

At = xno!), B, = !nn(t), C, =

Ai + ni +( -ti

oo =ltr-xno(t), B4 = yno(t), Co

(3.24)

21, )

Ai + a'z^ +l] -ti

3.4 Simulation Verification

,ei + ai +ti -ti

In this section, the hip and swing tip motion and joint angle profiles for a five-link

biped walking on level ground with both the SSP and the DSP are simulated based on the

2lo

2t,

Ai + Bi +ri -ti
2lo
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method discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. The physical parameters corresponding

to the model used in this simulation are listed in Table 3.1. The walking speed is chosen

approximately 1.0m/s and the walking pattern is generated using the gait parameters

SL:0.70m, Ts:O.6s, Tn:0.1s, X.:(0, 0.05m).

Link
No.

Table 3.1 Biped physical parameters

Figure 3.2a shows the horizontal displacements of the hip and the tips of both the

swing limb and stance limb versus time. Figure 3.2b shows the trajectories of motion of

the tip of the swing limb in the x-y plane. It can be seen that all the trajectories are

smooth, i.e., all the velocities are continuous.

Figure 3.3 shows the joint angle profiles for two steps. Figure 3.3a shows the

trajectories of the joint angles and Figure 3.3b is the angular velocities during the SSP

and the DSP, respectively. It is seen that both joint angles and their angular velocities are

repeatable, and the velocities are continuous at the instant of impact showing that the

discontinuity of the angular velocities has been removed.

Figure 3.4 shows the horizontal displacements of the gravity centre of the biped, hip

motion and ZMP trajectories during the DSP. The grey area is the stability region with

the top and bottom lines representing the locations of the two feet. It can be seen that the

gravity centre and the hip, especially the ZMP, remain approximately at the centre of the

stability region, which ensures alarge stability margin for DSP.

I
2
J

4

5

M¡
(ks)
2.23
5.28
14.79
5.28
2.23

I¡
(ksm2)
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L¡
(m
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0.302
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)
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(m
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Figure 3.5 shows the reaction forces exefted on the lower limbs obtained fi'om

simulations. For the above gait parameters, the vertical ground reaction forces are always

upward showing that a firm contact without lifting is guaranteed. in addition, the no-slip

condition can be guaranteed with a friction coefficient of 0.4 and higher.

Figure 3.6 is the stick diagram of the five-link biped walking on level ground. From

this diagram, one can observe the overall motion of the biped during the SSP and the

DSP. The solid lines represent the SSP while the dashed lines represent the DSP. The

asterisk shows the CG of the biped during walking. The posture of the biped at the end of

each step is close to that at the beginning of each step, and the displacentent of CG

trajectory is almost horizontal. Overall, Figure 3.5-3.6 show that the gait pattem design

based on the proposed method is quite natural and the contact constraints between the

lower limbs and the ground can be satisfied with a moderate friction coefficient.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, a systematic approach was presented for gait synthesis for the five-

link biped walking in the sagittal plane. Unlike most of the previous five-link biped work

focusing on the SSP, the proposed motion planning included both the SSP and the DSP,

which provided the biped a wide range of walking speeds and stable locomotion.

Although Chow and Jacobson (1971) have indicated the importance of the hip

motion and suggested that the hip trajectory be synthesized prior to joint angle profiles, it

was less attentive to present literature on biped motion planning and regulation. In this

chapter, a method was developed by formulating the compatible trajectories for the hip

and the swing limb instead of directly designing the joint angle profiles. This strategy

has the advantage of dividing the biped into three subsystems, which significantly

simplified the problem and made the calculation ofjoint angle profiles manageable.

Swing tip motion was first designed to satisfy the ground geometric conditions and

speed requirement, etc. Hip motion was then generated to fulfil stability and continuity

requirements, etc. The trajectories of the swing tip and the hip were approximated with

time polynomial functions and their coefficients were solved using the constraint

equations cast in terms of the step length, step period and maximum step clearance etc.

Other important constraints introduced in this design contained the stability during the

DSP and repeatability of the gait. The designed biped motion was also smooth during the

full gait cycle.

Computer simulations were carried out to present the designed biped motion. The

results showed that with all the above designed criteria satisfied, the gait pattern appears
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natural and only moderate requirement on the friction coefficient of the ground is

required to keep the contact constraints between the limbs and the ground.

The proposed strategies can provide a valuable tool for generating motion patterns of

biped gait, which is crucial for biped motion control. The advantage of designing the hip

and swing tip motion significantly simplifies the problem, which makes it feasible to

generate other optimal gait pattems, such as energy efficient walking. It is also a stepping

stone for using more complicated objective functions. The avoidance of impact occurring

at heel strike to eliminate the sudden jump of the angular velocity and large impulsive

forces to each joint reduces the control difficulty and enhances the system stability, which

is the main concern in the development of bipedal walking machines.
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Chapter 4

Motion Control

4.1, Introduction

One challenge in motion regulation of bipedal walking is the high nonlinearities of

the dynamics and the inaccuracy of the parameters in biped models. Computed torque

control as a classic nonlinear feedback control can be applied to biped locomotion to

eliminate the nonlinear terms involved in the dynamic model and send feedback signals

to track reference trajectories. Mitobe et al. have used computed torque control

algorithms to a biped single support model (1995) and a double support model (1997).

The main disadvantage of the computed torque control is that in practice the biped

physical parameters and dynamic model are not available exactly but are only

approximated. Therefore the computed torque control law may lead to unacceptable

performance if the parameter uncertainties exist. In recent studies, the robust control or

adaptive control techniques are utilized to deal with uncertain systems; specifically, the

sliding mode control as one of the most often used robust control method has been

applied in biped walking to counter the modeling uncertainties and stabilize the system.

Tzafestas et al. (1996) used sliding mode control applied to a 5-link biped SSP and it is

compared to computed torque control. They proved that the sliding mode controller

performs much better with the superiority of its perfoffnance being strengthened as the

degree of uncertainty increases.
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Another challenge is the control of biped during DSP. Motion of a biped robot with

DSp has the advantage that it is more convenient to realize the stable motion and can

fulfill more tasks than that only walking with SSP' However it becomes more difficult

when controlling a biped DSP than that of the SSP. Motion of a biped robot during DSF

can be described as the motion of dynamic system under holonomic constraints' Vast

literature was found for controlling such constraint systems in reduced state space oI non-

reduced Space. The good reason to use non-reduced state space model is that the natural

coordinate system is preserved for conceptual and computational reasons (Hemami and

wyman 1979a),however, these natural coordinates are actually not independent and if

the controllers are not designed for perfectly tracking the reference signals, the constraint

conditions may be violated (Mitobe et al.I99l). V/hen the reduced state space model is

applied to the constraint system, a set of independent generalized coordinates in a

minimal dimension is introduced to adequately describe the constraint motion and to

eliminate the constrained forces for the equation of motion (Goldstein 1980). However

since the original coordinates are expressed as nonlinear functions of the new

independent coordinates and when the system DOF is high, the explicit expression

between the two coordinate systems can be very complicated in maping'

Many prevailing articles discussed the control algorithms of constraint biped systems

(Hemami and v/yman I979a and 1979b, Mitobe et at. 1997) or manipulators (su' et al'

1992, Mnif et al. 1995, Bartolini and Punta 2001), but only a few were found in the

application of dynamic systems with DoF higher than three. Hemami and wyman

presented a modeling method and linear control law to a 3-link biped constrained system

in the non-reduced state Space, but for such a 3-DOF system with two constraints' the
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method was only applicable for a swaying posture of the upper body in the vicinity of the

vertical stance. Mitobe et al. (1997) discussed the motion of a 4-DOF biped robot during

DSP and applied the computed torque control algorithm to the system. In their work, the

position of center of gravity of the trunk were formulated as the reduced state space

independent generalized coordinates, and the control problem was defined as a trajectory

tracking problem which the body of the biped was controlled to track a desired trajectory.

In their controller, the desired forces were needed as control input for controlling the

constraint forces. From a careful literature review, no research was found using robust

sliding mode control to a biped DSP. Especially in the s-link biped double support model

which has three independent coordinates and two holonomic constraints, the original

coordinate system has to be reformulated with the independent ones by a 5x3

noninvertible transformation matrix, and pseudo-inverse matrices might be needed for

designing controllers to distribute the joint torques. Furthermore, when the system

parameter uncertainties are involved, the sliding mode controller can be very complicated

to introduce to the model.

In the present research, the sliding mode controller is utilized in the s-link biped SSP

and DSP, provided that the upper boundaries of the system uncertainties are known. In

controlling the biped double support motion, a set of independent generalized coordinates

in reduced state space describing the hip position and trunk orientation is chosen and the

controllers are designed to control the new generalized coordinates. The constraint forces

are automatically solved from the dynamic equations as output of the system and also are

the inputs for the controllers and it is not necessary to design the specific force controller

to track some reference constraint forces.
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4.2 Control Algorithm

For the system described by Equations (2.7) and (2.21), sliding mode control

algorithms can be developed to stabilize the generalized coordinates, eliminate the effect

of system parametric uncertainties, and maintain the constraint conditions (for DSP).

First, the following assumptions are made before establishing the control law:

1) The bounds of the parameter uncertainties of the biped system are known.

2) The state space variables are available for measurement.

"The parameters with uncertainties" are those physical parameters of the biped system,

including mass (n), length (/) and the moment of inertial (1) of each link, as well as the

position of the center of mass of each link with respect to its joint (d). A symbol p, is

used to represent each physical parameter (m, l, I, d) and E¡xL00%(0< Ei<l) represents

their uncertainties in the upper bounds. The corresponding estimated values of each

parameter are þ,: (1+ E,)e,. Also, a symbol M¡ is used to represent the matrices (D, H,

G, J, etc) in the model of Equations (2.7) and (2.2I), then, the estimated matrices are

calculated by: M, = ù,(,î,,) = M,(e) + AM,(E,e).

4.2.1 Control in Single Support Phase

In this second order differential system described by Equation (2.7), a time-varying

sliding surface S is defined as s(q,t) = 0, where

s = è *Zlye + tt2 ['oeçr)dr ,

where e and è are the vectors of tracking errors def,rned as

e:8-8¿
è: q - Q¿

A is a diagonal matrix standing for positive gains given by

9I

(4.r)



t: diagVv, À, 
^3 ^4 

Ar],

Giving the PD controller with the form

u=d¿-Krè_Kr€,

where Kp:A2 and Ko:271are the proportional and derivative gains.

As one has

u=(i¿-Koè-Kre
=ri+Gì¿-ci-Krè-Kre)
= Q.+ Çë -2Lë - ñu)
=q-s

the dynamic Equation (2.7) canbe expressed as

DnG + u) + H,,(s + v) + Gn :To,

where v = Q - s : Qa -2t\e - lt'z ['oe(r)dr, i.e.,

Dri + H nt = T, - (Dnu + H nv + Gn)

The equivalent controller can be constructed as

fn=òru+Èrv*èr,

and the actuating torque is then generalized as

.r -ôrq¡ - ro,-(4r, +o,)sgn(s,),

where ,7r,. R' , Us¡ = our¡lfb, - D)u+(Èn - Hr)v+(G, -cr)}}1aås1ar,¡ is a

vector of functions of those parameters with uncertainty boundaries and state space

variables; ois the positive constant vector used to satisfu the sliding condition which will

be discussed later.

In general, control law (4.5) will be associated with a chattering problem because of

the s\Ä/itching function in the controller. It is very undesirable and should be eliminated.

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)
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Slotting and Pastry (1933) suggested a solution to this problem by eliminating the

discontinuities in a thin boundary layer neighbouring the switching surface (îor n'h order

system):

B(t) ={',1r1";r¡ < n--'"ll" t o,

where e is the boundary layer width. It is achieved by choosing the control law outside

B(t) mchanged while replacing sgnß) by satls l(À"-'e)l inside B(t), i.e. replace the

switching function with a modified saturation function. Later researchers (Cai and Song

1993, Wu et at. 1998a) further smoothened the control law by a hyperbolic function

tanh(s). Here the smoothened controller is chosen using the latter,

where 7is positive constant 5x5 diagonal matrix for controlling the hyperbolic functions.

Instead of keeping trajectories on the sliding surface, the control algorithm maintains

the trajectories close to the surface within a thin boundary layer. Once the system

trajectories enter the boundary layer, they will remain inside. It is to be verified that with

the smoothened controllers, the parameters y can be found as some finite constants such

that for any arbitrarily given thickness boundary layer neighbouring the sliding surface,

the trajectories will be bounded. The verification is given below.

With the choice of Lyapunov function candidate given by V = lsr Ds, the derivation

of V along the trajectory of the solution of Equation (2'7) is given by

Tqi = Tqi - (rt r, + o, ) tanh(T,s ¡) , (4.6)
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Note that the term *t' (b -2H)s is zero because D -2H is a skew-symmetric matrix

(Koditschek 1985).

In order to guarante e V < 0, the following condition must be satisfied

Y = jsr Ds+stDs

-- ! s' bs - s' Hs+ st lDs + lls)

= trt'çb -zn¡s + s'lnçq -u) + H(q -Ðl
:0+^çzlT -(Du+ Hv+G)l

= sr [Ås - tantr(zsX4s + o)]

if the condition V < 0 is held for all ls,l2 t,, the following condition must be held (See

Appendix IV for detail)

a-. a
tanh(y ,ls ,l) > L = lt, i:I ,2 . . .5 ,

4s¡* a¡

As q is apositive constant, -r+Ç < F¡ 1r-(,0 <(4 and thus 0 .^(#1.*-,

i.e. for any positive number e¡ denoting the width of the boundary layer, a positive h can

always be found. Thus the continuous sliding controller is realizable for an approximate

trajectory tracking with the width of the boundary layer e.

4.2.2 Control in Double Support Phase

In the second order differential system Equation (2.21), a time-varying sliding surface

,sisdefinedas s(p,f)=0,where s=e*21ve+t\'zfoe(r)dr,andeand, è arethevectors

of tracking effors defined as

(4.7)

, u 7 rnll*P'ì.t t 2e, \l- lt, )

(4.8)

(4.e)
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r\. is a diagonal matrix standing for positive gains given by Â = dtag\\, 
^2 

A,l.

By introducing the PD controller

Equation (2.21) can be written as:

s =CQ -¡/)* Bþ-u.

The equivalent controller can be constructed as

f =C-r-c-Ê¡t+ñ.

and the sliding controller is designed as

e=P-P¿
è=þ-þ¿

u=þu-Krè-Kr€,

where rreR', 4o¡=oorlk¿ -C-)ù-(C-iJ-c-B)þ+(N-Ðll= abs(a,o) is a

vector of functions of those parameters with uncertainty boundaries and state space

variables; o is the positive constant vector used to satisf, the sliding condition. ô-

represents the pseudo-inverse matrix* of ô.

To eliminate the chattering problem due to the switching function, a smoothened

controller is chosen as,

r, = f ,- å{ut [,r*,,1i (ô,, l, oo *,- I], i = r,2...5 ,

(4.10)

where ais a constant 3-dimentional vector for controlling the hyperbolic function.

The Lyapunov function candidate in the DSP is considered as V : årt", and the

* Since ô is not a square matrix, its 'inverse' form is solved by pseudo-inverse matrix defined by:

ô- =cr(."')-'
9s

(4.11)

r, =f ,- 
å{u,[,u*{o,,,)È(r,- lroo 

*"-l},

(4.r2)

(4.13)

(4.14)



derivation of V along the trajectory of the solution of Equation (2.21) is given by

V=s'S
= sr (þ -u)
= s' (cT + Ðþ -cN -u) ,,
=;'{t[o -(ð ,^'''n6¡þr'þþ * ')

n"r" þarþ)], 1lôul ar,rot.s a 3x5 matrix, each entry being the absolure value of that of

matrix C.

In practice, for parameter uncertainties to be less than l00yo,

5^
0 ( K.in .Z.Cn oC; o¡ 

< K^*.In order to guarantee V <0, the following condition must
k=l

hold

ta'h(ø,lr,l)' ffi!" i: r,2,3,

if V < 0 holds for all lr,l > 
", 

, the following condition must also hold

o,, 7 tnltul' 2t, [l-",J

When the width of the boundary layer e¡ is selected, d¡ càrt be chosen according to (4.17).

4.3 Simulation Results

The simulation is undertaken in three cases:

Case l-no parameter uncertainty;

Case 2-with uncertainties of mass and moments of inertia €4, €1i 40%o; lenglh €¡, €¿i

I0%o;

Case 3- with uncertainties of mass and moments of inertia €a, €¡t ìII%;length €¡, €¿l

40%.

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.r7)
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The joint angle profiles of a full gait cycle designed in Chapter 3 are used as reference

trajectories in the simulation. The biped locomotion starts at a SSP with initial angles á,

(deg) and initial angular velocities 0, (radls) shown in Table 4.1. The constants in the

controllers in each case are chosen by trial and error and the values are listed in Table

4.2"

able 4.1 Initia
LinkNo. (i)

I
2
a
J

4
5

values of b
0, (rad)

1.18

-31.29
0

-1 0.1 9

-28.14

Table 4.2 Values of controller constants

ocomotlon

Cases

0, (rad/s)

Case 1:

1.03
-0.16

0
-1.09

0.1

I

2

a
J

Figure 4.1 shows the tracking effors of the relative angles in the SSP and hip position

and trunk orientation in the DSP. Figure 4.2 shows the actuator joint torques in the SSP

and the DSP. Figure 4.3 shows the stick diagram of the biped locomotion. Note that the

time period of SSP and DSP can not be exactly the same as in the motion planning

because of tracking errors, however they are close to each other.

A

SSP

25

100

80

I

2.5

2.5

o

2

2

2

^

DSP

10

10

30

c[

5

10

5

o

10

35

10
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Figure 4.1 Tracking errors in (a) SSP and (b) DSP (case 1)
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Figure 4.2 Acfiator joint torques in (a) SSP and (b) DSP (case 1)
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E

Case 1

0
-0.4

Case 2:

-0.2

Figure 4.4 shows the tracking errors: (a) in the SSP and (b) in the DSP. Figure 4.5 is

the actuator torques: (a) in the SSP and (b) in the DSP. Figure 4.6 shows the stick

diagram of the biped locomotion in case 2.

Figure 4.3 Stick diagram of biped walking (casei)
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Figure 4.5 Actuator joint torques in SSP and DSP (case 2)
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E

Case 2

0
-0.4

Case 3:

-0.2

Figure 4.7 shows the tracking errors with (a)

4.8 is the actuator torques: (a) in the SSP and (b)

diagram of the biped locomotion in case 3.

Figure 4.6 Stick diagram of biped walking (case 2)
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From Figure 4.I-4.9, one can see that the tracking errors are low and the actuator

torques are acceptable in all three cases. For the SSP, the tracking errors are oscillating in

a bounded range during the whole phase as the initial value is taken from the reference

trajectories designed in Chapter 3. The tracking effors do not converge to zero because

the tracking accuracy has been traded off by applying the smoothened controllers to

remove the chattering problems and with such controllers the tracking errors will not

Figure 4.9 Stick diagram of biped walking (case3)
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converge to zero but oscillate within a certain range around zero. While in the DSp, since

there are initial elrors, the controller will approach the reference input signals and

because the time in the DSP is small, the oscillation of the tracking effors does not show.

In Case 2 and Case 3 when there are parameter uncertainties in the model, both the

average tracking errors and the actuator torques are slightly larger than those without

uncertainties as in Case 1. But with the uncertainties the er¡ors are still low and the

controllers are realizable. The results presented above have shown the good performance

of the sliding mode control for the situations where system parameter uncertainties exist.

4.4 Summary

An approach to the motion control of the five-link biped was presented in this

chapter. Sliding mode technique was employed for the control design. For motion

regulation during the DSP, the biped model was formulated as a robot system under

holonomic constraints and the hip position and trunk orientation were selected as

independent generalized coordinates to describe the biped system. A robust sliding mode

control algorithm was developed by treating the biped as a redundant manipulator where

the constraint of both limbs remaining in contact with the ground was assumed satisfied.

The pseudo-inverse matrix was used as a performance function to distribute the control

torques among the five joints. The control algorithm tracked the hip and trunk motion

without force control and thus the control design was simplified by avoiding a separate

force control law. To eliminate the chattering problem during the implementation of the

sliding mode control, the smoothened control law was used to approximate the

discontinuous controller. The simulation results showed that in spite of the presence of
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system parameter uncertainties, the controller had a good perforrnance in tracking

reference signals with moderate control torques.

This work contributes to motion regulation of biped walking in that it provides an

effective control scheme yet it is robust even with large system parameter uncertainties.

The robust sliding mode control for biped DSP, to the best of the author's knowledge, has

not been found in previous work. More importantly, the control strategy provides the

flexibility to distribute the joint torques based on various performance functions.
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Chapter 5

Contact Events and Parametric Analysis

5.1 Introduction

Biped locomotion is represented by the progression of the system with an upper body

supported by two lower limbs alternately in contact with the ground. V/hen a lower limb

comes into contact with the ground, impact occurs. During impact the biped motion is

interrupted and impulsive forces develop at the contact point(s) with the ground and at

each joint. These impulses could cause damages to the biped and environment (Zheng

and Hemami 1985). Furthermore, the joint angles remain unchanged but the angular

velocities become discontinuous during impact. A quantitative relation between the

impulses and other dynamic parameters will help analyze the severity of the collision,

design physically reliable biped robots and synthesize reasonable biped gaits. The values

of the joint angles and angular velocities after impact constitute the initial states for the

forthcoming contact phase of walking (the SSP or the DSP), which are crucial for motion

planning and regulation of biped locomotion. Chapter 2 has derived a set of single and

double impact model for five-link biped robot and their solutions regarding the velocity

changes and external impulses are also provided.

On the other hand, impact indicates the forthcoming contact event of the lower limbs

with the ground, i.e., a SSP follows single impact and a DSP follows double impact

(Hurmuzlu 1993). Note that the type of impact and its associated contact event occurring

after impact are dictated by the nature of physics of the biped systems and the
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environment. Thus, one aspect related to biped impact problems not discussed in Chapter

2 is how to correlate the type of impact with the system parameters and the states prior to

impact. The correlation of pre-impact states and the type of impact can facilitate biped

motion planning such that desired gait parameters are chosen to satisff walking

requirements. Research on this issue can also contribute to understanding the mechanics

of biped locomotion. Such an understanding is important to the development of biped

robots.

Literature related to the correlation of the type of impact with gait parameters and

system states before impact is fairly limited. Hurmuzlu (1993) studied single and double

impact and carried out a parametric analysis to correlate the outcome of the contact event

with the gait parameters associated with the objective functions introduced in motion

planning. The single and double impact regions in terms of specific gait parameters were

presented in graphical form. The work is influential in biped study because the following

contact phase arises as a direct consequence of the type of impact. However, the results

of the parametric analysis were restricted to speciflrc objective functions only. In view of

the prevailing articles related to biped impact, there is a gap in seeking for a conelation

among the general gait parameters and individual impact, which dictates the upcoming

contact event of bipedal walking.

In this chapter, the explicit solutions to the biped impact and the conditions for their

validity are revisited. The first objective is to establish a correlation of the contact events

with biped system parameters and states via impact effects. The second objective is to

perform a parametric analysis to associate the contact events with biped gait. The gait is

not restricted to a specific motion design but related to the states immediately before
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impact, thus it is generic. Results are provided in graphical form to show the relationship

among the locomotion parameters and specific contact regions.

5.2 The Conditions for Contact Events

5.2.1 Double Impact Condition

Revisit Equations (2.30)

fo. = -14/) Jr (JWl Jr ¡r x; + o-
1p, =(JW1Jr). x;
Lp, = -(r +vw-tJr¡çlw'lr¡r x;

and the conditions for the validity of the solution

1) P,, ) 0,

2) ffi.r,
3) U. r.

lP,rl

The explicit solutions expressed in Equation (230) can be used to gain some insights into

the biped impact event. They can be associated with inequality (2.31) to determine the

type of impact and to perform parametric studies. From Equation (2.30), it is observed

that the angular velocity changes A0 andthe external impulses at both contact points, P¡

and P,, are only dependent on biped system configuration 0- and swing tip velocity

X; . tney are neither related to the trunk angular velocity 0; nor to the hip linear

velocity Xo $efer to Figure 5.1). In addition, if the biped configuration is prescribed,

these values are linearly proportional to the swing tip veiocity before impact. It also

implicitly indicates that the conditions that warrant double impact shown in (2.31), is

dictated by the direction of the swing tip velocity before impact as proven below.
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Supporting tip

With abbreviated notations

Figure 5.1 Five-link biped impact model

the impulses are expressed as p, =MorX" and p,=MrnX" from Equations (2.30b)

and (2.30c). The subscript'p' denotes double impact, , ¿, and,,p, denotes the left (tra¡ing)

and right (leading) limb tip. Then, the impulse components become

M o, - (w-t¡r¡-t ,

M on = -Q + VWl Jr )(JW -t Jr )-t .

lr"1 :l@ -),,i" * (u o),,i;l
LP,, J L(u,,),,*ì +(u -)r¡,; ]'

(s.1a)

(5.1b)
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As the swing tip velocity X; =l*; i;l' "^be expressed as a vector with magnitude

n" :ll*;ll *d direction angle a : cot-r (i:; I i;), the following relation xi = cot(a)y"

is used for derivation. Note that the vertical swing tip velocity y, must be downward.

I 
p,rf 

I (u,^),, *" + (u,^),i;l
lr,, )= l(, ,n),,*i +(u ^).¡¡ )'

Thus, the above conditions shown by inequalities (2.3Ia)-(2.31c) become

cot@)(M or)r, .-(M or)r,

Since M o, and M ,o are functions of biped physical parameters and joint angles before

impact, inequalities (5.3a)-(5.3c) indicate that the double impact conditions can be

examined with the knowledge of the direction of the pre-impact swing tip velocity and

the biped system configuration. it also indicates that, once the biped configuration

immediately before impact is prescribed, the direction of the swing tip velocity before

impact, denoted by c¿, plays an important role in the occurrence of double impact. This

information can be used in biped motion regulation such that the direction of the swing

tip velocity is controlled to ensure a desired contact event.

5.2.2 Single Impact Condition

Considering solutions for the single impact model

fe. =(w_-ut)-'ux" +o-- (2.36a)

1x; :,,-V + rQTl ur)'u.k; , . (2.36b)

lP, = l(v -m,,,,Jlg -uJ)-'u -m,,,,1f " (2.36c)

and the conditions

lcot@)(M ,r),, * (M ,r),, | 
. øl.ot1 ù(M ,r)r, * (M o)rrl,

lcot@)(M ,n),, * (M ,n),,1 . øl.ot1 ù@ on)r, * (M o)rrl,

(s.2b)

(s.3a)

(s.3b)

(s.3c)
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Symbolically express Equations (2.36b) and (2.36c) as XI = M rrX 
"

where

M st = -¡, * tr, -ut¡,u1,

M s^ =l(v - *,,,,,,JW -ul). u - *,,,o,11. (5.4b)

The subscript 's' denotes single impact, '¿' and'¡' represents the left and right limb tip as

shown in Figure 5.1. Denote *; =cot(a")i;, where i; is a negative number, the

1) i; >0,

2\ lPul. . u.' 
lPtrl

condition (2.37) can be rewritten as the following inequalities:

cot@)(M rr)r, .(M rr)r,

(2.37a)

(2.37b)

and P, =MrnX",

Similar to what has been found for double impact, inequalities (5.5) shows that the

direction of the swing tip velocity before impact plays an important role in the validity of

solutions to Equations (2.36). Thus the condition (5.5) can be examined through the

direction angle of the swing tip velocity and pre-impact biped joint angles for the validity

of the single impact model, shown in Equation (2.36).

Remørks

1) As shown in Equations (2.30) and (2.36), the angular velocity of the trunk 0j andthe

linear velocity of the hip X n before impact do not affect the angular velocity changes

and extemal impulses during impact. Thus, they do not play a role in determining the

occulrence of single or double impact. This is because the contact constraints, shown in

r14

lcot(a)(Mro ),, * (M ,n),,1 . øl.otq ù(M ,n)r, * (M ,)r,1.

(s.4a)
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Equation (2.23c), do not comprise the displacement of the trunk, and in addition, the

trunk does not receive external forces from the environment. This conclusion is also valid

for complicated upper body structures, which may include the head and arms.

2) Equations (2.30) and (2.36) reveal that the pre-impact swing tip velocity is the critical

factor affecting the impulses and velocity changes. The magnitudes of velocity changes

and external impulses are linearly proportional to the magnitude of the swing tip velocity.

Thus the magnitude of the swing tip velocity before impact shows the severity of the

collision. Inequalities (5.3) and (5.5) show that the direction of the swing tip velocity

before impact plays a crucial role in the occurrence of the type of impact, which dictates

the following contact phase.

3) The above remarks are obtained according to the biped impact model (Equations 2.23

and 2.32) derived by Newtonian approach shown in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3. However,

by utilizing the general rigid-link impact model (Equation 2.62) withLagrange approach

shown in Section 2.5,the same inferences can be achieved. It shows that these inferences

also apply to multi-link rigid body system impact dynamics.

5.3 Parametric Study of the Contact Events

In this section, a parametric analysis is carried out using the results from Section 5.2

to identify the regions of the gait parameters that yield particular types of impact. The

biped structure is taken from Figure 2.1 and the numerical values of the geometrical

dimensions, masses, and moments of inertia that are used in the simulations are taken

from Table 3.1.

As is seen from inequalities (5.3) and (5.5), the direction of the swing tip velocity and

the biped configuration immediately before impact are the main factors to determine the
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occuffence of the type of impact. Thus the direction angle of the pre-impact swing tip

velocity, o, is chosen as one of the key parameters for the parametric study. The rest of

the gait parameters are selected such that the biped configuration, described by

joinlsegment angles, is uniquely determined. In this work, as an example, choose the

step length S¿ and stance knee bias angle o immediately before impact as the parameters

for study. Both angles oand øare shown in Figure 5.1, where o:0t -0, representing

the joint angle at the knee of the trailing limb, a = cot-r (*; I i;) denoting the angle

between the vector of the swing tip velocity and the negative x-axis since i; is

downward before contact. Two additional conditions, used in this work, are: i)

immediately before impact, the upper body is upright, i.e. 0, :0, and ii) the hip position

in x-coordinate is centered with respect to the two lower limbs, i.e. x^ = åSr. Note that

all the parameters used in this study are measured right before impact and their values

during each step are not required. This provides great flexibility for designing biped gait.

Furthermore, the choice of the parameters that prescribe the biped posture before impact

is not restrictive. Any objective functions can be used provided that the biped posture is

uniquely defined. For example, one may choose hip height y, instead of stance knee bias

angle o. However, it is preferable to use o for parametric study since the range of ln

varies with different step lengths due to geometric constraints, which has been discussed

in Chapter 3.

In previous work (Hurmuzlu 1993), double impact was believed guaranteed if the

vertical impulse at the tip of the left limb, P,, , is positive, where P,, was calculated from

the double impact model, and single impact was believed to occur if the vertical velocity
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at the tip of the trailing limb after impact, i; , it positive, where jtf wascalculated from

the single impact model. However, positive P,, alone does not ensure the occurrence of

double impact because the conditions that warrant single impact (i; > 0) canbe satisfied

simultaneously. Thus, in this work, both conditions for single impact and double impact

are examined for each set of parameters, i,e., the double impact occurs when p,, > 0 and

ii .0, and single impact occurs when pu < 0 and jtf > 0 .

The regions of the parameter space that correspond to the single or the double impact

cases and the impulse ratios describing the likelihood of slippage are presented in

graphical form through the forthcoming simulations. In the simulations, the step length,

,S¿, is selected from 0 to 2m and stance knee bias angle, o, from 0o to 60o excluding 0o as

it is one of the singular points (Hurmuzlu 1gg3). The range of the direction angle of the

swing tip velocity before impact, cr, is from 0o to 180' indicating the swing tip velocity

varying from backward to forward direction.

53.f Single and Double Impact Regions

Figure 5.2 depicts the regions that represent different contact events in the parameter

space. The friction coefficient between the biped and the ground is firstly assumed

sufficiently high to prevent slippage. Surfaces A and B represent the post impact vertical

velocity at the trailing tip, j,ï, is zero and surface C represents the vertical impulse at the

trailing tip, P,r, is zero. Regions I, II, III, bounded by the coordinate planes and surfaces

A, B and C, respectively, contain the parameter values corresponding to positive impulse
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Pry and negative velocity yf , which indicate double impact regions. The volumes

neighboring regions I and II denoted by'.'represent the regions such that yu>0 and

P,, > 0, i.e., both conditions that warrant single impact and double impact are satisfied,

whereas those regions neighboring III denoted by 'x' represent that j,u .0 and P,, <0,

i.e., neither single impact conditions nor double impact ones are satisfied. The blank area

containing the parameter values corresponding to positive velocity yj and negative

impulse P¡y,indicates the single impact region. Figure 5.2 reveals the correlation between
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the contact event and certain gait parameters before impact. The two regions shown by '.'

and'x' have never been reported in the related literature, and they raise serious concerns

about the validity of the impact criteria, shown in Equations (2.31) and (2.37), and

assumptions that are often made when developing biped impact models.

5.3.2 Post Impact Velocity yj and Impulse P,, at the Tip of the Trailing Limb

Figure 5.3 depicts the vertical post impact velocity i; ffitd normal impulse P,, both

at the tip of the trailing limb versus the step length, S¿, stance knee bias angles, c4 and the

direction of the swing tip velocity before impact, ø. Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) showthe

variations of ii andP,, versus S¿ and aasthe stance knee bias angle, o, is taken as 15"

and 30o, respectively. Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) show the variations of i; andP,, versus

ø and a as St is taken as lm representing a relatively small step length and 1.8m

representin g a large step length. The gray surfaces represent the functions of y j and the

meshed surfaces represent P,, . Figure 5.3 can also facilitate identifying the parameter

regions where individual impact occurs as Figure 5.2. For example, Figure 5 3(a) shows

that as the step length, ,S¿, varies between zero to 1.4m and the direction angle of the

trailing tip velocity before impact, ø, varies between 20" to I50", il> 0 while Pry 10,

indicating that only single impact can occrr. In addition, one can observe the changes in

both yj and P,, with respect to the selected parameters. For this purpose, only the

surfaces above the zero-plane are examined since those below the zero-plane are invalid

solutions. Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) show that both positive i; atd P,, decrease with the

increase in S¿ for small S¿ (S¿<1.4m) and increase slightly for large S¿ (S¿>1.4m). Figures
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5.3(c) and 5.3(d) show that with the increase in the stance knee bias angle, q within the

range of o <20", both positive yj and P,, decrease no matter with small or large

values of S¿, while in the region 20" < o < 60o , they are almost insensitive to the

variations in o. It can also be seen that for short step lengths (Figure 5.3(a), 5.3(b), 5.3(c))

the biped is more likely to encounter single impact except those ø taking very large

(approaching to i80") or very small values (approaching to 0o), and for long step lengths

(Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(d)) double impact occurs with small values of o(o < 20") within

a relatively wide range of a (40" < d < 180" ).
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5.3.3 Impulse Ratios

The double and single impact regions depicted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are studied

with the assumption that friction coefficient is suffrciently high to prevent slippage. Now

the effect of friction for the contact events is to be studied through a depiction of the

impulse ratios in each region. Thus, if the friction coefficient p between the feet and the

ground is known, one can find the no-slip sub-regions in the parameter space by applying

the inequalities (2.31b), (2.31c) and (2.37b), i.e. if both inequalities, lprl:lfo t fol< A

and 
lU nl = lP,* I P,vl < þ , àrô satisfied, a no-slip double impact wilt be guaranteed; and if

lørl = lfu I frrl. p, a no-slip single impact will be guaranteed. Here þ, md pn denote

the impulse ratios at the tips of left and right limbs during double impact, and ls is the

impulse ratio at the collision tip during single impact.

The surfaces of impulse ratio lt, md p o for double impact regions I, II, ilI (referring

to Figure 5.2) are shown by Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Each surface is

depicted in Sya coordinates with a prescribed value of the stance knee bias angle, o. In

Figure 5.4,it is seen that for the values of long step length, S¿, dominated by region I

(shown in Figure 5.2), þ, increases with the increase of 
^S¿ 

and ø but it is not sensitive to

the changes in the direction angle of the leading tip velocity, a, before impact. The

absolute values of p n are increasing with the increase of ,S¿ and a, but it is not sensitive

to the changes in stance knee bias angle, o. These observations indicate that increasing

the step length, S¿, makes both limbs more likely to slip, and increasing the stance knee

bias angle, q increases the likelihood of the slippage of trailing limb without a significant

effect on the leading limb, while increasing the direction angle of the leading tip velocity,
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ø (when 45' < a < 90'), increases the likelihood of the slippage of leading limb but not

the trailing limb.

Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show the surfaces of ltt and pn insra coordinates as the

stance knee bias angle,o:5",25",45", for the double impact region II where the

direction angle of the leading tip velocity , a., is large ( a > 150') and the step length, S¿,

is small (S, <I.4m) as shown in Figure 5.2. One can see that both þ, Md pn increase

with the increases in the stance knee bias angle o. This observation indicates that a larger

value of the stance knee bias angle makes it more likely to slip especially the leading

limb.Figures5.6(a-d)show p, and pninsr-acoordinatesas o,=I",20" forthedouble

impact region III as denoted in Figure 5.2. The curved surfaces represent the impulse

ratio p, or [tn taking the parameters in region III. The flat surfaces represent the region

outside double impact region III which is not of the interests. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show

that the impulse ratio p, and pn increase significantly in the most part of the double

impact Regions II and III, where the values of the parameters are uncommon, such as

very low step lengths, ,S¿, very large and small direction angle of the leading tip velocity,

ø. Thus, it is not desirable to design gait with the parameters in such regions.
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Figure 5.7 shows the impulse ratio p, for single impact case. Surfaces are depicted

with prescribed values of the stance knee bias angle, q where o =1" ,20" ,40",60'. From

Figure 5.7 one can observe that all the surfaces are relatively flat in the area where the

direction angle of the leading tip velocity, d, is between 50o and 140o, and the step

length, S¿, is within 1.35m. The absolute value of ps increases slightly with the increase

of S¿ and the decrease of ø but under 0.5 in the overall region. This shows that for a

moderate biped-ground friction condition, e.9., lt: 0.5, the no-slip single impact region

can be found within the above sub-region. However, the impulse ratio p, increases

dramatically in the sub-region such that the direction angle of the leading tip velocity, ø,

being greater than i40o and the step length, S¿, is lower than 0.5m. Thus,
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slippage is most likely to occur in this region.

The above observations are in agreement with those found in Hurmuzlu's work

(1993). For example, it was infened in Hurmuzlu's work (1993) that for small values of

step length, the biped is more likely to encounter double impact with large values of

stance knee bias angle and large values of direction angle of the swing tip velocity before

impact, and for long step length within the double impact region, increasing the stance

knee bias angle increases the likelihood of the slippage of the trailing limb without a

significant effect in the leading limb, and increasing the step length makes both limbs

more likely to slip. However, there are two major differences. Firstly, since the explicit

solutions has shown that the direction angle of the swing tip velocity plays a crucial role

6t
I tm]
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in the velocity changes and impulses during impact, in this wotk, the effects of the

direction angle of the swing tip velocity on the type of impact are systematically

investigated and reported. Other parameters can be selected freely provided that

joinlsegment angles before impact are uniquely determined. Secondly, the regions are

identified where, based on the criteria shown in (2.31) and (2.37), either none of single

impact and double impact can occur (j,u <0 and P,, <0) or both of them may occur

(j,u> 0 and P,, >0). Such regions have not been reported in (Hurmuzlu 1993). This

finding raises serious concerns regarding the validity of the impact model, such as perfect

plastic rigid body collision and of the conditions warranting each type of impact.

5.4 Summary

Some important aspects associated with impact during biped locomotion were studied

in this chapter. The conditions that warrant single and double impact were evaluated

using the explicit solutions of the post impact velocities and impulses derived in Chapter

2. The correlation between the specific type of impact and certain gait parameters prior to

impact was also explored using these solutions.

It has been indicated that both the magnitude and the direction of the swing tip

velocity plays a crucial role in impact dynamics of biped locomotion, md they can

contribute to the development of biped robots in that the swing tip velocity can be

regulated to obtain a desired gait with prescribed contact phase and to allow an

acceptable collision.

A parametric analysis was then carried out to further explore the correlation between

the type of impact and certain gait parameters. The results were illustrated in graphical

form. The regions representing the biped contact events after impact were identified in
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the parameter space. The effects of the direction of the swing tip velocity before impact

were investigated and the impulse ratio indicating the likelihood of the slippage was also

studied.

As compared with the previous parametric analysis (Hurmuzlu 1993), only the key

parameters correlated with the direction of the swing tip velocity and the system

configuration immediately before impact were chosen for study. These selections reflect

both gait and dynamics information of biped walking. Another difference for the

parametric analysis was that the regions were identif,red, for the first time in literature,

where none of the two types of impact can occur or both types of impact may occur. This

finding raises some serious concems with the impact model. The related topics motivate

further research on biped impact dynamics.

The explicit solutions of the changes in velocities before and after impact and the

impulses introduced to the biped system during impact provide important insights into the

effects of various gait parameters on the severity and the type of impact. Thus, the work

enables one to gain better understanding of the impact dynamics for biped locomotion.

The work also contributes directly to the development of bipedal robots in that the results

can facilitate motion planning and motion regulation such that desired gait with

prescribed contact events can be produced. Although the present study is focused on the

biped contact events, the impact model and the method for the parametric analysis can be

applied to other rigid body chain collision problems.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Contributions of This Thesis

The locomotion of biped robots has been an extremely challenging problem and has

attracted much attention over the past years. Understanding the dynamics and developing

control law for stable walking are ongoing research issues in biped robot application.

This thesis presents a systematic method for the dynamics and motion regulation of biped

walking. From the work in this thesis, contributions have been made in the following

aspects:

1) A complete dynamic model was developed to describe a five-link biped walking in

the sagittal plane. The biped model was formulated with detailed equations including

single support phase (SSP), double support phase (DSP), and impact. An improved

kinematic model was constructed by modifying the definitions of some system

parameters. The novelty of the definition was to heat the biped system as an open loop

series chain, and consequently all the detailed dynamic equations and their derivation

procedures can be significantly simplified. The associated computation and programming

can thus be efficient and less prone to mistakes. The biped model for the DSP was first

formulated as a robot system under holonomic constraints and then the hip position and

trunk orientation were selected as independent generalized coordinates to describe the

biped system in the reduced-state space. The model was used for the regulation of the

biped during DSP. A general model to describe the impact dynamics of planar multi-link
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robotic collisions was formulated, which can be used to solve the after-impact velocities

and external impulses with both full-ranked and rank-deficient Jacobian matrices. Rank-

deficient Jacobian matrices cause the impact equations to be undetermined. Special

techniques were applied to solve the equations with Jacobian matrices being rank-

deficient and proof is given that the solution of the post-impact velocities is unique and

can be solved explicitly without extra equations. It is believed that, for the first time, the

robotics impact dynamics involving rank-deficient Jacobian matrices was discussed and

solved. The work contributes significantly to the research on impact dynamics of robots

since impact occurs frequently when a robot interacts with the environment.

2) A complete biped gait cycle was synthesized for the biped motion planning. Swing tip

motion was first designed followed by the design of hip motion. The trajectories of the

motion are approximated with time polynomial functions. The advantages of the scheme

include dividing the biped into subsystems which significantly simplifies the problem,

and making it feasible to generate other optimal gait patterns such as energy efficient

walking or using more complicated objective functions. The synthesized biped gait has

the characteristics of repeatability in position and velocity, smoothness ofjoint movement

and elimination of the physical impact occurring in the system. Stability condition was

also considered during the DSP. The proposed strategies provide a valuable tool for

generating motion patterns of biped gait, which is crucial for biped motion control.

3) The biped locomotion was regulated for a full gait cycle. Emphasis was given to the

control of biped DSP. For motion regulation during the DSP, a sliding mode control

algorithm was developed by treating the biped as a redundant manipulator where the

constraint of both limbs remaining in contact with the ground is assumed satisfied. The
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pseudo-inverse matrix was used as a performance function to distribute the control

torques among the five joints. Simulation results showed the good performance obtained

insensitively to the variation of biped system physical parameters. The robust sliding

mode control for biped DSP, to the best of the author's knowledge, has not been found in

previous work. The control strategy for the DSP by regulating the motion in reduced-state

space may also provide the flexibility to distribute the joint torques based on various

performance functions.

4) Some important aspects associated with impact dynamics during biped locomotion

were studied. It was found that the direction of the pre-impact swing tip velocity plays a

crucial role in determining the types of impact and consequently the type of the following

supporting phase. Thus, it contributes to the development of biped robots by regulating

the swing tip velocity such that desired gait with prescribed contact events can be

produced. A parametric study was performed to investigate the correlation between the

contact events (single impact, double impact or slippage of the foolfeet) and certain gait

parameters. The regions representing the biped contact events were identified in the

parameter space. Through the parametric analysis, the regions were identified, for the

first time in literature, where none of the single or double impact can occrr and both

types of impact may occur. This finding raises serious concems on the impact model and

motivates further research on biped impact dynamics. The work provides important

insights of the impact dynamics for biped locomotion. It also contributes directly to the

development of bipedal robots in that the results can facilitate motion planning and

motion regulation such that desired gait with prescribed contact events can be produced.
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Overall, the complete dynamic model and motion regulation strategies developed in

this work have provided a solid basis for the research on biped locomotion. The research

has laid a framework for the future study on combining the model and robust control with

stable walking conditions to realize practical biped locomotion. This work can also be

expanded to other modeling and control problems involving the robot manipulators and

the holonomic constraint systems.

6.2 Future Work

The results presented in this thesis are believed to be a further contribution to the

development of a more practical biped walking. In particular, the planar five-link biped

system can be extended to a model with seven or more links to include the dynamics of

feet. Stability of the biped walking for the SSP may be also included in future analysis.

In addition, the finding in the parametric analysis, that the regions where none of the

two types of impact can occur or both types of impact may occw, raises some serious

concerns on the impact model used in this work and previous work (Hurmuzlu 1993,

Tzafestas et al. 1996). One is whether it is possible for a physical biped system to have

two possible contact events. If so, under what condition and which contact event will

occur? Another concern is whether the impact conditions described previously are

adequate. The third concern is whether the assumptions made in the impact model, such

as perfect plastic rigid body collision, is valid. The related topic is interesting and further

research on this issue is required.
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Appendix I Derivation of the Biped Dynamic Model (2.7)

The single support phase dynamic equation (2.7) is derived by applying the Lagrange

equation (2.6). The total potential energy and kinetic energy of the biped has been given

in equation (2.3) and (2.4). From (2.3)-(2.5) one obtains
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Substituting (Al-Aa) irrto (2.6), one obtains the desired model (2.7) in detailed forms.
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Appendix II Derivation of the Double Impact Model (2.23\

For each of the five separate links shown in Figure (2.3), one has the following

equations:

m,Li", = *,lrî-þ,/, cos 0 jL0 j)+ d, cos e L0]= p,, - p*¡-1,

Ii\ei =P,,(aJi-d,)cos2,+P,,-rd,cosá, - Pr,(a,1, -d,)sin ei-Pyi_td¡sing,. ( 7)

Because the two legs are in contact with ground during double support phase, the linear

velocities of the two lower leg tips are zero and thus the following constraint conditions

are held at the end of the double impact:

m, Ai),, - -m il,t,(",r, sin 0, L 0,) - A,,in e, A e,f= p 
r, - p,,-r,

55
iJ =I a,l, cose,ei +t; =I a,l, cos2,e; =9,

,=l i=l

Equations (45-47) can be simplified for the following i (i:1,2...5) equations by

cancelling the intemal impulses:

55
i; =->a,l,sin0,0i - i; =->a,l,sin0,0i =9.

,¡=l t=l

fl*rcos(d, - e)L0 jf= P,ol, cosl, - Prol, sinl, ,
j=r

where w¡ are some inertial terms:

(As)

(A6)

I t,-m,d,(a,1,-d,)lr
,¡ = l-l a,m,d,ti + a jmi@J, - d,)1, + a

[;

It is obviously that equation (410) and (48-49) can be written as the following equations

in vector forms:
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w0* :w0- +J'' Po, (Al2a)

Je* =0, (412b)

where Po =lP^ Pro)' , and J is the Jacobian matrix.

Combining equation (A12a) and (412b), one obtains the double impact model (2.23).
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Appendix III Derivation of the Dynamic Model Using

According to the kinematic model shown by Figure (2.4),the coordinates of the mass

center ofeach link are

xc, = drsin9,

lct: drcos9,

XC2=!.rsin9r+drsin9,

lcz=!.rcos9r+drcos9,
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Traditional Biped Kinematics
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and thus the kinetic and potential energy of each link are
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P, = mrg(!.r cosdr + [', cos2, - ! o cos?o - (! t - dr)cos9t)

(414)

From (413) and (A14), one obtains,

AP

ôo'
ôP

a02
ôP

æ3
ôP

aa4
ôP

ôot

= -lmrd, + mr(., + mr!, , + mo!, , + mr!. r]g sin 0t

- -lmrd, + mr!., + mo!. , + mrl r]g sin 0,

= -fmrdrlgsin0,

=lm.(l 4 - d) + mr[. ofgsin9 o

=lmr((,, - dr)lgsin0,

aK À nn.
fr = -lmrl ,d, + mr!. r(. , + mo!, ,!., + mr!, r!' ,lsin(O, - 0)01e2

- lmr!. rd rlsin(0, - q)e P3 - lm o!,(I o - d ) + m r!',!, I sin(á' + 0 )0,0 o

-lmrt ,([ , -d, )]sin(á, + 0r)0,0,

(A1s)
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AK

ôot
= -fmrl. rd, + m3l l,2 + m4l. /.2 + mr(. r{. rlsin(O, - e)eflz

- lm rl. rd rl sin(á, - q)0 zq - lm o l, (l o - d o) + m r!. r(. olsin(0, + e )e 20 4

- lm rl r(1, - d r)lsin(O, + e )02e 5

+ = -lmr{.rdrlsin(O, -e3)ere, +fmr!.rdrlsin(0, -e3)e2é,
ov3

ãK:::- - -lmol,(! o - d o) + mr!.,!.olsin(0, + e4)ere4
Nt

-fmol rQ o - d o) + mrL r!, o]sin(Q, + e4 )e2e4
-lmr{ o(! , - dr)lsin(00 - 05 )04e5

ôK

ã 
: -lmrl,(1, - d,)lsin(á, + es)1ps

- lm rl r(!,, - d r)lsin(0, + e )0 r0,

+lmr(, o(1, - d r)lsin(do - 0)e40s

ôk 
-/f t*,12 tl

ôèr-\¡r' "'.Iøl' Yffizim3+m4+mr)ll)O,

+ (mrlrd, + (m, + m4 + ms)lrlr)cos(0, - 0r)é, + mrlrdrcos(á, - 0r)è,

+ (m 
ol., 

(l o - d ) + mrlrl o) cos(d, + e )0 4 + m rl r(1, - d r) cos(d, + 0 r)0,

ak

ã= 
(mrl,d, + (m, * m4 + ms)l,lr)cos(O, - 0r)0,

+ (Iz + mrd] + (m, + m4 + ms)l:)O, + mrlrdrcos(d, - 0r)0,

+ (molr(lo - do) + mrlrlo) cos(á, + 0)e4 + mrlr(I, - dr) cos(d, + e)es

#= 
mrlrdrcos(d, - 0r)0, + mrlrdrcos(d, - 0r)0r+ (/, + mrdl¡L,

+ = (mot,(lo - d) + mrl,Io) cos(á, + 0)0, + (molr(lo - d o) + mrlrlo) cos(á, + 04)02
duo

+ (I o + m o (l o - d )t + mrtl¡7 o + mrl o (1, - d r) cos(áo - 0 r)0,

ôk ^.:3 = mrl,(I, - dr)cos(0, + 0r)0, + mrlr(t, - dr)cos(d, + 0)02
dut

+ mrl o(1, - d r) cos(áo - 0 r)0 o + (15 + m, (1, - d r)' )0,

(416)
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¿(ar\
-l -ldtlô0, )

= [1r + *rdr' + mr{. 12 + mr{. rz + moT rz + mr[. r'1i),

+fmrl. rd, + mrl. r{., + mo!, r1., + mr{ rl.r]cos(á, - 0r)ë,

+lmr!. rdrfcos(O, - 0r)ä,

+fmol,,Q o - d) + mr!, r{. olcos(á, + 0)i)o

+lmr!. r(1, - d r)lcos(á, + 0)è),

-lmr{.,d, + mr!,1., + mo!, r!., + mr!.,1 r]sin(9, - e)eP2

+lmr!, rd, + mr(, ,!. , + mo!. ,,!. , + mrl. ,1., ]sin(d, - 0r)êr'

-lmr{.,drlsin(á, - q)e!3 +lmrl ,,drfsin(d, - 0r)0r'

-fmol,,(l o - do) + mr!,1 olsin(á, + e)0p4

-lmol,(! o - do) + mr(.,!. olsin(d, + 0ò042

-fmrL,(!, - dr)lsin(d, + 0r)0r0, -lmrl,(1, - dr)lsin(d, + e)0s2

*(#)= lI 2 + *d,' + m,,,2 + mo!,

+lmr!. rd, + mr{. r1., + mo!. r!,,

+lmr(. rdr]cos(d, - 0r)ë,

+lmo[, r(! o - d o) + mrl. r!. o]cos(á, + 04)e4

+fmr{. r(1, - dr)lcos(á, + e)äs

+fmrl. rd, + mr!, r!. , + mo!, r1, , + mr!. r!, rlsin(0, - e)eQz

-lmr!, ,d, + mr(. ,!, , + mo!. ,(. , + mr!. ,!, ,]sin(á, - 0r)èr'

-fmr{. rdrlsin(á, - q)02q +lmr(. ,drlsin(0, - 0r)0r'

-fmo! r(l o - do) + mr!. r1. olsin(á, + 0)0r00

-lmol r(t o - d ) + mr!, r{. olsin(d, + 0)e42

-fm,!,(t, - dr)lsin(á, + 0r)0r0, -lmrl,(!., - dr)lsin(0, + 0r)0r'

' + mr!. ,'1ë,

+ mr{. r{. r]cos(d, - 0r)ë,

*(#)=u, + m.dr'1ë, +lmr!.,drlcos(0, - 0r)ë, +lmr!. rdrlcos(9, - 0r)ë,

+lmr! ,drlsin(O, - q)0P3 -lmrl rdrlsin(d, - 0r)0,'

+fmrl rdrfsin(0, - q)02q -lmr{, rdrlsin(d, - 0r)èr'
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*(å)=u^ + m o (!, o - d )t + mr!, o2 lë o + lm ol,,(! o - d ) + mrl,,{. ofcos(0,

+ lm ol. r(t o - d o) + m r!, r{. ol cos(d, + 0 )i), + fm r{. o ([, - d r)] cos(d,

-Imol r(t o - d o) + mr!,,{. olsin(d, + 0)0100

-[mol.r(l o - do) + mr!, r[. o]sin(á, + 0)0r'

-Lmol r(l o - do)+ mr!, r!, olsin(á, + 0)0r00

-lmo! r@ o - do) + mr!. r1. olsin(O, + 0)0rt

- f* r! o (1, - d r)l sin(do - e )0 4e s + lm r!. oQ, - d r)l sin(do - 0 r)ê r'

g( y\ 
= I I. + *. (t, - d,)' 10, + lm,!.,({, - d,)lcos(d, + 0 )ë,àtlae, )-Lts 

t "ot'

+fmrL r(1, - dr)lcos(á, + 0 )ë, +lmr!. o(1, - dr)lcos(do - 0r)ëo

-f* r! r(t, - d r)l sin(d, + 0 r)0r0, - lm rl r(1, - d r)l sin(d, + 0 r)0 rz

- l* rl, (t, - d r)l sin(á, + 0 r)0 r0, - lm, I, (t,, - d r)lsin(0, + 0 r)à rt

+lmr! o(! , - dr)lsin(Oo - e)040s -lmr! oU , - dr)lsin(do - 0r)0o'

By applying (415)-(418) to the Lagrangian equation of motion, the dynamic model is

derived as (2.7) with the following detailed form:

D(Q) = D,:(Q) (i, j =1,2,...5)

+ 0)i),

- o')ë'

Dtt = I, + mrd12 + (m, + m3 + m4 + mr)|. 12

Dtz =lmr(. rd, + (m, + m4 + ms)!. r(.,lcos(0, - 0r)

D* = fmr(. rdr]cos(d, - 8)
Dr¿ = lmo!. r(!. o - do) + mr!..,!. o]cos(á, + áo)

Dts = fmr!. r(!., - d, )] cos(d, + 0 r)

Dr, = Drz

Dzz = I, + mrdrz + (m, + mo + mr)!. ,2

Dzt =lmr!. rdrlcos(O, - 0r)

Dz¿ =l*ol r(! o - do) + mrl. r{. olcos(0, + 0o)

Dz, =fmr{ r(1 , - dr)lcos(0, + 0r)

(418)
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D,,

D,,

D""
JJ

Dto

= Dtz

: Dzt

= I, + mrd,

= Dzs :0

Do, = Dro

Do, = Dro

Do. = Dro

Do+ : I o + mo(!. o - d o)' + ms!. 42

Do, :l*rl o(t, - dr)lcos(O, - 0r)

Dr, = D*
Dr, = D*
D,,: D,,

Dro = Do,

Drr:Ir+mr(!r-dr)'

b@,Q)Q=,,1}r'rnrl (i,i =7,2, s)

htzz =lmr!.,d, + (m, + m4 + m5)!.,!. rlsin(O, - 0r)

h,tt =lmr!. rdr]sin(d, - Ar)

hto+ = -l*o! r(! o - do) + mr{. rL olsin(O, + 0o)

htss = -lmrl r(!., - d r)lsin(O, + 0 r)

h,,,

h"""
¿JJ

hroo

hr,,

t^
- -ttt22

=lmr!. rdr)sin(O, - 0r)

= -lmo.(. 2(l o - d ) + mr!. r!. olsin(O, + 0 o)

= -fmr!..r(!., - dr)lsin(0, + 0r)

t^
- -ttt31
_t^
- rt233

=hzss=0

hr,,

h.""

hroo
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h0,,, = hron

hor, = hroo

hor, = o

hor, = lmr(. oQ.,

hrr, = hr,
hrr,: hr$

hrr, :0
hroo : -ho,

- dr)lsin(O^ - 0r)

G(Q) = G,(Q) (i = 1,2,. ..5)

G, = -fmrd, + mr!., + m3[. | + mo(,, + mrl, ,]gsin á,

G, = -lmrd, + mrl,, -l mo(, , + mr{. rlgsin?,
G, = -lmrdrlgsin9,
Go =fm+(t o - d) + mrl. olgsin do

G, =fmr((., - dr)lgsin9,
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A.ppendix IV Derivation of the Inequality (4.9)

(A1e)

orilsil _ o-ï¡ls¡l
(A20)

¿,1,,1 *rr,14>F"

Tanh(y,ls,l) > ø,.

py¡lstl _ e-ytlsil
tanh(1,ls,l) = j,r,.,l *;r,¡¡,

(A2r)

(A22)

Inequality (4.8) gives

(A23)

Since

(4.e)

thus

r''fi¡'(#)
For all lr,l t ",, the following inequality is held

u , r tn(t-ø\
' I 2e, \1+ lt, )

i.e.,

or

Thus we have
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